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ABSTRACT 

Background: Stroke is a remarkable event that frequently imposes severe physical, 

cognitive and social limitations. Many stroke survivors experience lasting difficulties in 

managing the challenges of everyday life. Occupational Therapy is a patient centered 

health care profession which focuses on occupational performance and the well-being of 

an individual. In order to further the development of more efficient rehabilitation 

programs promoting performance on their occupational life after stroke, more knowledge 

on factors indicating the likelihood of occupational performance after stroke and on the 

relationships between occupational performance and personal well-being is needed. 

Purpose: The purpose of the study is to identify the level of occupational performance 

and well being of stroke survivor and investigate the relationship between occupational 

performance and well-being. Investigator also gather the socio demographic information 

of stroke survival and find out their association with occupational performance and well 

being.  

Methodology: The prospective cross sectional study was used to carry out the research 

aim and objectives. The investigator has been used purposive sampling procedure and 

select the sample n=120 patients to evaluate occupational performance and wellbeing. 

Occupational performance and well-being were investigated with Occupational Self-

Assessment Version 2.2 and the Personal Well-being Index-Adult. Chi-squared test was 

used to determine the association of demographic factors with both occupational 

performance and well being. Spearman correlation analysis was used to identify the 

relationship between occupational performance and well-being.  

Result: The result section had shown the general socio demographic characteristics of the 

study participants. 50-69 years adult group of people was mostly suffered from stroke. In 

this study mean age was 53.30 years and standard deviation 12.426. There were no 

marked differences to occurrence for stroke in rural and urban area, but study showed 

marked differences result in the family system between nuclear and extended. 

Participants experienced more ischemic rather than hemorrhagic stroke. There are no 

significant association between demographic and clinical factors with occupational 
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performance and well being. Overall occupational performance of the participants were 

just well. In case of Well being, the overall satisfaction of participants were average. In 

Occupational performance “Getting along with others” and “Relaxing and enjoying 

myself” was scored highest among the 21 myself items. Among the “My Environment” 

items, “People who support and encourage me” and “People who spend time and share 

interest with me” showed highest scores. Among the 8 items of the Personal Wellbeing 

Index-Adult, “Spirituality/ Religion” and “Personal relationships” showed highest 

satisfaction. A significant positive relationship was found in between Well-being and 

Occupational performance. 

Conclusion: In this study, Occupational Performance and Well-being were measured in 

stroke patients through client-centered self-report questionnaires. A significant positive 

relationship between Occupational Performance and Well-being was indicated based on 

analysis of the questionnaires. After stroke communicating with others, time passing and 

relaxing doesn’t bother too much. They reported that taking care of self, others, family is 

very important to them to lead a successful life. After experiencing stroke most people 

seem to be happy with their religion and their personal relationship. But they seem to be 

very unsatisfied with their health condition. 

Keywords: Occupational performance, Occupational self-assessment, Well-being 
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1.1 Introduction 

Stroke is a common neurological disease that often radically and permanently changes 

the lives of its survivor. A stroke significantly influences the patient’s physical, social, 

and psychological functioning, including loss of motor and sensory function, 

communication disorders, cognitive and perceptual impairments and emotional changes.1 

These consequences can impact negatively on a person’s life, disrupting their 

engagement in desired daily performance and the ability to lead a satisfactory life. In 

spite of these negative consequences, life doesn’t stop after the stroke. Events unrelated 

to the problems of a stroke can affect life in different ways.2 

Occupational therapy has an important role for the individual with stroke in addressing 

occupational performance areas. Stroke patients have need in occupational therapy for a 

valid and reliable outcome measure that assesses the total scope of occupational 

performance for the individual client within their environment. Occupational Therapists 

view an individual's Occupational Performance in three areas: Self-care or Activities of 

Daily Living (ADL), Productivity and Leisure. These three performance areas based on 

the interaction of the individual's physical, mental, sociocultural and spiritual 

performance components.3 

Occupation is a word that describes the interaction of the person with their self-directed 

functional tasks or activities. Persons engage over their lifespan with these functional 

tasks or activities.4 

Occupational performance is considered as a multidimensional dynamic phenomenon. It 

encompasses the interaction that occurs among the person, environment and occupation 

in which the person engages. Occupational performance requires the ability to balance 

occupation and includes views of self-environment that sometimes conflict, and to 

include changing priorities. Occupational therapy identifies the client's occupational 

strengths and the issues/problems in occupational performance.5 

CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 
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According to Baum (2011), Occupational performance is the ‘doing of meaningful 

activities, tasks, and roles through complex interaction between the person and the 

environment’. Occupational therapists offer their unique role in those particular issues 

that people’s ability to engage in meaningful activities, tasks, and roles and support both 

their participation in daily life and wellbeing.4-5 

Quality of life (QOL) represents a person's well-being and life satisfaction, it includes 

mental and physical health. Individual, family, and work relationships, along with other 

activities such as recreation in the community also contribute to quality of life.6 A lower 

quality of life and well-being has been seen within individual stroke patients. 

Occupational therapists attempt to discover what properties, symptoms or functional 

limitations are the most important for the individuals’ well-being after stroke. QOL is 

obviously related to personally perceived satisfaction and happiness.7 

To measure in this study, The Bangla version of Occupational Self-Assessment -version 

2.1 (OSA) was used to collect data on participants perceived occupational competence. 

The concepts of occupational competence include “participation in a range of 

occupations that provide a sense of ability, control, satisfaction, and fulfillment”. This 

study also used the occupational competence scale for the person and the environment. 

These contain skills, habituation, and volition to complete the domains of myself, 

physical and social for the environment. There are four response choices for each 

question; doing activity extremely well; doing activity well; doing activity with some 

difficulty; experiencing a lot of problems while engaging in an activity.8 The Personal 

Wellbeing Index-Adult was also used to collect data on Participants’ satisfaction of their 

life. This scale rates Zero to 10 where Zero means “No Satisfaction” and 10 means 

“Complete Satisfaction”. 

While the words “occupational satisfaction” for occupational therapists may clearly put 

forward positive experience of the person’s occupation, it may have meaning in the 

context of the culture in occupational therapy. Godfrey (2000) and Carlisle et al 

(2009)stated that, wellbeing is a term widely used and valued in existing society. 

Occupational therapy has qualities to help many individuals with stroke improve their 

well-being and quality of life to capture what may be more important outcomes.9 
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Individual well-being represents a universal perception of life within a defined period for 

the individual’s encouragement, psychological support, adjustment, and training after 

their stroke.10 Post-stroke restrictions permit individuals to be realistic in their self-

evaluation and chances of satisfying their responsibilities and enjoying life.6-7 

Qualified occupational therapists could and should be working towards the improvement 

of QOL for all individuals who would benefit from improved participation in meaningful 

occupations. It can be maintained that engaging in daily occupations that promotes health 

and well-being in relation to QOL. According to Kielhofner& Forsyth (2001), the Model 

of Human Occupation (MOHO), identifies individuals’ ability to sustain a pattern of 

occupational engagement that reflects their occupational identity, with regards to 

occupational competence. Competence starts by organizing an individual’s life to meet 

the basic responsibilities and personal standards; to meet their roles/duties after which a 

satisfying and interesting life can be achieved.11 

Individuals with stroke have the level of occupational performance, quality of life or life 

satisfaction assessed from a long-term perspective. A client-centered approach would 

improve perceived performance and satisfaction by using the Canadian Occupational 

Performance Measure (COPM).12 In a client-centered method, a person with stroke and 

occupational therapists collaborate to express the nature of the occupational performance 

problem, the focus and need for intervention, and the ideal outcomes of therapy.13 

After a stroke, most individual’s life situations change rapidly. This involves a major 

shift in values for what is important and to ensure full participation. Their discovery of 

the possibility of a meaningful future life aids in mobilizing energy for their 

rehabilitation. This important ability depends on individual self-confidence and personal 

well-being.12 
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1.2 Background of the study  

Stroke is a major event that affects patients’ in many different ways, not only physically, 

but also through a range of emotional, psychological, cognitive and social 

consequences.14 Many stroke survivors experience permanent difficulties in managing 

challenges of everyday life.10  

Bangladesh is a small country in South Asia with a high density of population. In a recent 

study conducted in Bangladesh the prevalence rates of stroke found to be 2.0, 3.0, 2.0, 

10.0, and 10.0 per 1000 within age groups of 40-49 years, 50-59 years, 60-69 years, 70-

79 years and 80 years of the above age group respectively. Prevalence rates peaked with 

older age.15 Another study observed that the prevalence of stroke in Bangladesh was 3 

per 1000 for those older than 40 years old.16 

Of those who survive a stroke, the degree of residual neurological deficits are determined 

by the location and size of the damaged brain tissue. The resulting deficits may include 

paralysis with decreased mobility, cognitive problems, impaired language and behavioral 

changes. Newsham (1998) reported that, Although mortality rates of stroke survivors 

decrease in those under the age of 85 (Newsham, 1998), there is an increase in the 

number of stroke survivors going through a rehabilitation process.  

The stroke survivor going through the rehabilitation process is an occupationally driven 

being, and the ability to participate in daily occupations and social situations serves for 

the benefit of his or her Quality of Life (QOL). 17 Occupations are considered to meet the 

individual's intrinsic needs for self-maintenance, expression and fulfillment within the 

context of his/her personal roles and environment. Occupations include activities and 

tasks done to accomplish a purpose in the functional life skill. 5 

According to the Canadian Association of Occupational Therapists (2002, p. 37), 

Dominant occupational therapy models present occupation comprising in into three 

specific categories: ADL, work, and play or self-care, productivity, and leisure, and it 

has been claimed that these three categories characterize the ‘‘purposes’’ of occupation.  

Moreover, it remains unclear what evidence, if any, determined the division of 
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occupation into three specific categories of ‘‘doing’’ (self-care/ADL, productivity/work, 

and leisure/play). Further, it has been noted that the decision to prioritize and promote 

these three categories of occupation ‘‘reflects a specific policy of individual that 

specifically excludes those activities motivated by love and concern for the Well-being of 

others”.18 Individuals with stroke are increasingly likely to live with their residual 

impairments and disabilities, which can develop into a significant problem for survivors’ 

Well-being. Restrictions in mobility and physical functioning for people with stroke have 

repeatedly been found to reduce the QOL and create difficulties within family and social 

relationships in the context of environment.19 

Baron stated that, OSA is designed to be used as a Client-Centered Assessment and it is 

based on the concept of MOHO whose particular values and sense of capacity guide 

collaborative treatment planning and document therapy outcomes.20 The Occupational 

Therapy Guidelines for Client-Centered Practice classify environmental factors as 

cultural, economic, legal, political, physical and social. It has also been proposed that 

environmental characteristics are influential at various levels, starting with the person 

then stemming to the home, home, neighborhood, community and country.  

 

In this view, informational processes such as perception, attention and planning have a 

significant influence on function in various collections of abilities, such as, cognition, 

general physical health, motor, sensory and perceptual skills, and their influence on an 

individual's level of performance.  

 

The Occupational Therapy Guidelines for Client- Centered Practice Outline a Model of 

Occupational Performance, which represents a person's performance in self-care, 

productivity and leisure tasks and activities as influenced by an individual's personal 

characteristics and the environments, in which they live, work and play.5 

 

Another useful assessment is the Canadian Occupational Performance Measure (COPM), 

a semi structured interview that enables the client to identify occupational performance 

concerns and then rate those concerns according to their importance. The COPM may 

also contribute to the client defining their functional goals for treatment.21 
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Finally, occupation is possibly best measured by skilled observation of the client 

engaging in occupational performance. Such observation is important for determining 

points of performance breakdown that the client can ultimately address with treatment 

through Occupational therapy service.21 

 

According to Watson and Swartz (2004, p. 62), “occupational therapists (OTR) could 

and should be working towards the improvement of QOL for all people who would 

benefit from improved participation in meaningful occupations”.  

 

New Economic Foundation (NEF) described well-being as: the dynamic process that 

gives people a sense of how their lives are going, through the interaction between their 

circumstances, activities and psychological resources or “mental capital”.22 QOL can be 

used in an assessment and an outcome measure of health and well-being, and is not 

related to whether a person has a disease or not.11  

 

The Personal Well-Being Index-Adult scale contains eight items of satisfaction, each one 

corresponding to a quality of life domain. These are: standard of living, health, achieving 

in life, relationships, safety, community connectedness, future security and spirituality.23 

 

Engaging in daily occupation that promotes health and well-being is related to QOL. 

Within the MOHO, the ability to sustain a pattern of occupational engagement that 

reflects one’s identity is referred to as the occupational competence. Competence begins 

with adapting one’s life to meet basic responsibilities and personal standards and extends 

to meeting role obligations and finally achieving a satisfying and interesting life.11 

 

Engagement in occupation is the way that people use their motor and memory skills to 

enhance their performance and maintain both cognitive and physiological fitness. The 

term occupational therapy practitioner’s use of function is occupational performance or 

the point when the person, the environment, and the person's occupation intersect to 

support the tasks, activities, and roles that define that person as an individual.  
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By focusing on occupational performance, occupational therapy practitioners assist 

clients in becoming actively engaged in improving their capacity to perform life tasks. 

Occupational therapy practitioners must work collaboratively with people in the client's 

environment (e.g., family members, teachers, independent living specialists, employers, 

neighbors, friends) to assist the client in obtaining skills and to make modifications to 

remove barriers that create a social disadvantage.  

 

An occupational therapist focuses on outcomes and improved well-being are increasingly 

report on personal and environmental assets and limitations that relate to the client's 

occupational performance and the services needed to facilitate healthy behaviors. 

Occupational therapy practitioners should be seen as experts in applying effective 

intervention strategies that contribute to optimal occupational function, including self-

sufficiency, social integration, improved health status, and employment, in those with a 

chronic disease or disability.  

 

Outcomes for individuals with a stroke are being defined as well-being and quality of 

life. Improved occupational performance of the individual is a critical concept in 

measuring quality of life, regardless of the measure used. There is increasing evidence 

that client-centered practice improves not only the process, but also the outcomes of care. 

This practice has led to increased client satisfaction in recommendations for therapy, 

increased client participation in the occupational therapy process, improved client self-

efficacy, and improved functional outcome.24 

 

However, there are many studies about occupational performance and well being of 

stroke patients. Furthermore, there are no studies in Bangladesh that have examined the 

relationship between occupational performance as assessed for oneself and one’s 

environment and well-being.  Thus the purpose of the study was to evaluate the 

occupational performance and well being of stroke patients and investigate the 

relationship between occupational performance and well-being. 
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1.3 Justification of the study 

 Stroke is one of the leading causes of disability around the world. In a developing 

country like Bangladesh, stroke is also one of the principle causes of disability, but unlike 

other countries the health service has not explored available holistic treatment options for 

rehabilitation. Occupational therapy is one of the health care professions within 

rehabilitation that provides treatment for individuals with impaired function caused by 

injury or illness. Occupational therapy is a patient centered health care profession which 

focuses on occupational performance and the well-being of an individual. Occupational 

therapy is unique because of its emphasis on occupation to promote and maintain a 

patient’s health and well-being. 

 

 It is of uppermost importance for an occupational therapist to try to improve patient’s 

quality of life and allow them to function optimally. As life is influenced by emotions, 

psychological motivations, depression, etc. after a stroke there is a significant change to 

the individuals emotional status, communication, physical function, performance, 

engagement and social participation which therefore affects their health, ability to work, 

and well-being. In this study, the aim is to address: the occupational performance and 

well-being of individuals who have had a stroke which can in turn be used as evidence in 

rehabilitation as it will identify the abilities gained by the individual after receiving 

Occupational Therapy. 

 

This study will be helpful for health professionals to understand the patient’s perspective 

about their own performance and also be provided treatment relating to their goals and 

plans. The investigator would like to develop knowledge in occupational performance 

and well-being of the individual stroke survivor in the context of Bangladesh after 

receiving occupational therapy services how much the individual occupational 

performance level improves and how satisfied they are about their life and also discover 

how the relationship whether Occupational performance and well-being affects each 

other.  
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1.4 Research Question 

What is the relationship between Occupational Performance and Well-being of stroke 

survival? 

 

1.5 Objective of the study 

 

General objective: To identify the level of occupational performance and well being of 

stroke survivor and investigate the relationship between occupational performance and 

well-being. 

Specific objectives 

• To measure the level of occupational performance of stroke survivor by using 

OSA  version -2.2 

• To measure the level of well-being of stroke survivor by using the Personal Well-

being Index (PWI-A). 

• To investigate the relationship between occupational performance and well-being. 

• To find out the sociodemographic factors of stroke survivors. 

• To determine relationship between occupational performance and well being with 

potential associated demographic and clinical factors. 
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1.6 Operational definitions 

Occupational Performance  

The ability to perceive, desire, recall, plan and carry out roles, routines, tasks and sub-

tasks for the purpose of self-maintenance, productivity, leisure and rest in response to the 

demands of the internal and external environment. 25 

Well-being 

The World Health Organization (WHO) defined QOL as “individual’s perception of their 

position in life in the context of the culture and value systems in which they live and in 

relation to their goals, expectation, standards and concerns”.11 

Cerebrovascular-Accident or Stroke 

Stroke is defined by the World Health Organization as ‘a clinical syndrome consisting of 

rapidly developing clinical signs of focal (or global in case of coma) disturbance of 

cerebral function lasting more than 24 hours or leading to death with no apparent cause 

other than a vascular origin’. 26 
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This section provides an outline about Occupational performance and Well-being of 

stroke survival. A brief discussion also provided on key words of the study. The key 

forms of the study are stroke, occupation, Occupational Therapists, participation, 

occupational performance, COPM, quality of life, Well-being and satisfaction etc. 

 

Stroke can result in survival with the permanent sequelae impairing in physical, 

psychological, and social functions.27 After a stroke, the impairing those functions have a 

broad influence on stroke patient life.28 The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates 

that each year, 15 million people suffer strokes worldwide. Stroke privileges the lives of 

5·8 million individuals each year and another 5 million are left permanently disabled with 

a range of physical, cognitive, and behavioral deficits that limit their ability to recover 

premorbid functioning across a number of lifestyle domains. A recent study found that 

four health behaviors (not smoking, being physically active, moderate consumption of 

alcohol, and eating five portions of fruit and vegetables) noticeably lowered the risk of 

stroke among more than 20,000 men and women with no known history of stroke. The 

same lifestyle changes appear key to both primary and secondary stroke prevention.29 The 

incidence of stroke is strongly connected to increasing age, but younger individuals can 

also experience stroke. According to the Standard Rules adopted by the United Nations 

General Assembly, rehabilitation should be regarded as a procedure with the objective of 

making it more likely for individuals with deficiencies to achieve more independence.30 

 

Many stroke survivors faced problems with participation or re-engaging in occupations, 

regardless of disability level. According to Hemmingsson & Johnsson (2005), 

Engagement in occupation relates to one’s involvement in individual or group activities 

that are considered of worth and importance to the stroke survivor. Where engagement in 

occupation differs from the ICF concept of participation is that it clearly considers that 

the extent to which a particular activity is personally valued may differ from individual to 

individual.31 

CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW 
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Canadian Association of Occupational Therapists (2002), describes Occupation as 

occupation is what people do to occupy themselves and involves activities and tasks of 

everyday life that are given value and meaning by the individuals concerned. 

Occupational therapy can display an important role in meeting the needs of people, thus 

preserving their ability to remain active and participate in society. Occupational therapists 

should use a holistic perspective and focus on the patient’s abilities. For each individual, 

his or her abilities, impairments, and environmental factors should be considered to 

facilitate participation in society particularly improve the quality of life.32 

 

Although occupational therapists believe that participation in occupation enhances and 

improves health and wellbeing, there is little empirical evidence in the occupational 

therapy literature to support this belief within a person, factors such as age, sex, 

socioeconomic status, condition, self-efficacy and other performance components have 

an effect on occupational performance. As well, environmental factors, including social, 

physical, cultural and institutional characteristics, interact with personal factors to either 

facilitate or delay the performance of roles and a person’s occupational performance. The 

tasks and activities that persons perform on a daily basis that also influence occupational 

performance and well being. This performance, in turn, is believed to influence well-

being.33 

 

Identifying occupational performance problems may lead to preventive interventions; one 

well-established tool is the Canadian Occupational Performance Measure (COPM). The 

COPM is considered useful for detecting problems in occupational performance, and its 

strength is the client-centered approach with focus on occupations that are meaningful for 

the individual.32 Occupational therapy practice is based on concepts of client-

centeredness is more likely to engage clients in the occupational therapy process and lead 

to increased adherence and satisfaction with therapy than a service focused only on what 

the therapist perceives as a problem.23 
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The Canadian Model of Occupational Performance (CMOP) classifies three main 

purposes of occupation: self-care, productivity, and leisure. Self-care encompasses 

activities for looking after the self such as personal care and functional mobility. 

Productivity in adults/seniors includes voluntary work, grand parenting, hobbies, 

housework, or employment. Leisure refers to occupations that provide enjoyment, such as 

socializing, outdoor activities, games, and sports. Environmental considerations and 

interventions also necessary to facilitate occupational performance.32 Activities are goal-

directed, meaningful pursuits that are broadly categorized into the areas of self-care, 

leisure, productivity, and rest. Individuals’ daily activities are structured around their 

roles. Productive independent living is dependent on a person’s ability to either engage 

satisfactorily in life roles or to voluntarily reassign a life role.  

 

Quality of life, subjective well-being and life satisfaction are increasingly being used as 

outcome measures for rehabilitation.30 Until a few years ago, stroke research was largely 

focused on survival. A need to improve the quality of the lives saved is now being 

increasingly acknowledged. Traditionally, much research and rehabilitation care has 

focused on the physical and functional impact of a stroke. Recently, the impact of stroke 

on concepts like QOL has received more attention in the stroke literature.1 The concept of 

QOL has gained increasing popularity among researchers studying the consequences of 

stroke and other chronic diseases for the individual. The investigators often fail to specify 

on what aspect of life they focus and tend not to choose their instrument on the basis of 

such considerations. QOL was clearly related to subjectively perceived emotions, e.g., 

satisfaction and happiness. We focus on emotions such as satisfaction and happiness, and 

we consider the term “subjective well-being” (SWB) more appropriate for these aspects. 

Several authors have compared the SWB (or QOL) of stroke patients with that of non-

stroke subjects. With few exceptions, they have found a considerably lower SWB among 

stroke patients.34 

 

Similarly, literature says that, lower rates of satisfaction were found in elderly individuals 

with mild stroke one-year post onset, compared with normative controls. Since there may 

be a significant influence of culture and country of residence on satisfaction, these 
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findings support the claim that participation in personally relevant meaningful activities 

may be a significant contributor to life satisfaction that warrants the allocation of 

rehabilitation resources towards improving functioning in these domains.35 

Dependence in activities of daily life living (ADL), alteration of emotional and 

psychological status, and deterioration in social communication can influence the QOL of 

patients with stroke. Various studies have shown a reduced QOL among patients with 

stroke compared with healthy individuals. About 75% of patients with stroke experience 

difficulties with ADL.27 The literature review revealed that more than 90% of the subjects 

were completely independent in eating, toileting, and sphincter control, yet in all the 

other activity at least 25% of the sample required some assistance. The results pertaining 

to the activities of bathing, dressing and use of stairs were notable in the high percentages 

of subjects that required assistance. 35  

 

The literature review reveals high percentages of disability one year and more post 

stroke. Data concerning subjective well-being post stroke is sparse, indicating decreased 

satisfaction in patients with mild and severe stroke, six months and one year post onset.19  

 

In a study of the effects of occupational sex-dominance, results indicated that in contrast 

to males, females reported lower expectations for themselves alone and lower 

expectations for themselves in comparison to another person for male-dominated 

occupations. However, unlike males, females reported higher expectations for themselves 

and for themselves in comparison to others for female-dominated fields.36  

 

If stroke occurs after the age of 65 years, about 80% of individuals will experience 

chronic disability. The number of deaths caused by stroke has decreased due to 

advancements in medical science. However, as a result, the number of survivors with 

chronic stroke has increased. In addition to improving survival, the treatment of stroke is 

important for the patients’ QOL. Most patients with stroke experience role changes due to 

impaired autonomy caused by difficulty with performing daily living activities, as well as 

problems with interpersonal relationships. They also face psychosocial maladjustment 

due to long-term stress and strain, which reduces their subjective evaluation ability of 
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their QOL. Much effort is required to integrate patients with chronic stroke into the local 

community through the improvement of functional independence and QOL.27 While 

some of these changes were the result of loss of physical function, other reasons such as 

lack of transport to access social and leisure opportunities, loss of confidence in ability, 

and having family assume responsibility for activities and roles were also given. In 

addition to physical disability following stroke, emotional changes such as depression can 

have a negative impact on people’s feelings of competence to undertake activities and 

roles.2  

 

Literature suggests that spiritual practices can assist with coping during stroke recovery 

by altering the appraisals made about meaning and control. One component of spirituality 

evident in survivors of stroke is hope. Understanding the role of spirituality in stroke is 

important for promoting well-being and optimizing patient care.21  

 

Polatajko (2007) stated that, Occupational therapists using the Canadian Model of 

Occupational Performance and Engagement (CMOP-E) would address their clients’ 

occupational well-being, in addition to their occupational performance and engagement. 

Similarly, occupational therapists utilizing the MOHO would support clients to choose 

and participate in occupations that enable them to construct a positive occupational 

identity and achieve occupational competence, while also ensuring that clients 

consistently and satisfactorily meet their occupational needs. Efforts might then be made 

to enable clients to enhance their performance skills; clarify their values and interests; 

establish different standards against which they evaluate their own occupational lives; or 

even effect changes in their physical and social environments. Individuals’ occupational 

choices and occupational performances are important, worthwhile, and valued, and thus, 

contribute to their self-worth.  

 

 We recognize that several factors influence individuals’ abilities to orchestrate their 

occupational lives to consistently meet their occupational needs. First, personal factors 

(e.g., expectations, competencies, mood, attitudes, and past experiences) and 

environmental factors will influence individuals’ abilities to address their occupational 
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needs. Individuals’ potential to experience occupational well-being are dependent, in 

part, by the available occupational opportunities. Limited occupational choices may 

threaten individuals’ abilities to meet their occupational needs.37 

 

Whyte & Mulsant (2002) reported that, Stroke can lead to many changes in a person’s 

life, including loss of health, occupation, social role, and independence. Adjusting to 

change can be a difficult process for many people and is an important issue faced during 

stroke recovery.  

 

Scientific literature demonstrates that occupational engagement is important for 

maintaining health and well-being as well as enhancing social support and personal 

identity.22  

 

Outcomes in occupational therapy focus largely on increasing and enhancing the quality 

of clients’ occupational performance, and thus, the importance of clients’ subjective 

experiences of their occupations are often overshadowed. We contend that occupational 

well-being is enhanced when individuals’ occupational needs, including their needs for 

accomplishment, affirmation, agency, coherence, companionship, pleasure, and renewal 

are consistently met. Occupational therapists can play a vital role in enabling clients to 

compose or re-orchestrate their occupational lives so they are able to meet their 

occupational needs more consistently.38 
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This section outlines the method of the study designed by the investigator to meet the 

study aim and objectives. The method will be approved by the ethical committee of the 

Bangladesh Health Professions Institute. In this research, the investigator discusses the 

conceptual framework, study design, study population, study setting, and study period. 

Discussed also is the sampling technique, sample size, inclusion and exclusion criteria, 

and data collection tools. Finally the measuring instrument, data collection method, data 

management and analysis, quality control and quality assurance and ethical 

considerations will be considered.  
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3.1 Conceptual framework 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Model of relations between Occupational performance and Well-being. 

 

 

 

 

Independent Variable Dependent variable 

Occupational 

Performance 

Myself 

My Environment 

Well-Being 

Standard of living 

Health 

Achieving in life 

Personal relationship 

Safety 

Community 

connectedness 

Future security 

Spirituality or 

Religion 

Correlates (Factors associated 

with performance) 

 

 Medical factors: 

Hemorrhagic, Ischemic, 

Hypertension, Diabetes, 

Heart disease, Presence of 

synergy, Muscle tone, 

Sensation, Hand function 

 Personal factors: 

Age, Sex, Marital status, 

Educational status, 

Religion, Occupation, 

Residential area, Family 

type. 

Determinants (Those with a 

casual relationships) 

 

 

 Environmental factors: 

Social: Other people 

support and encouragement, 

Spend time with others 

(leisure) 

Physical: Parks, 

lakes,theaters, playground, 

House, Working area, 

shelter. 
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3.2 Study Design 

This study was conducted using a quantitative cross sectional methodology. According to 

Baily (1997), quantitative research design is predetermined and structured and not 

changes during the study.40 In this study all data were quantifiable and statisticians. The 

investigator used cross-sectional descriptive study design that involves data collection 

from a population, or a representative subset, at one specific point in time. Cross 

sectional study design was used to evaluate a large number of participants at little cost or 

effort and ways that provide a still picture of outcome and also the characteristics 

associated with a specific period of time. According to the Depoy (1989), Cross sectional 

study is an analysis of the present situation and is carried out at one specific time, or over 

a short period.41  

The investigator used this type of study design because data was collected on individual 

characteristics, including demographic characteristics, clinical characteristics, 

performance and satisfaction. According to Mann (2003), the cross sectional study 

provides a snapshot of the outcome and characteristics. The focus of the study was to 

investigate the relationship between occupational performance and well-being.  

The study was conducted at the branches of CRP-Savar and Mirpur where the 

investigator, taken a snapshot of the characteristics and outcome of the stroke survivor 

who received treatment. Data was collected from those participants, who were interested 

to participate in this study. The cross sectional in this study was happening with at a 

specific point in time and data was collected from each individual in a selected 

rehabilitation centre. So the study was given a snapshot of level of performance and 

satisfaction of stroke survival and relationship between occupational performance and 

well-being. So this design was appropriate for this study. 

 

3.3 Study Population: 

The stroke survivors are the population of the study who are currently receiving or have 

received Occupational Therapy services from out-patient at the branches-Savar and 

Mirpur of CRP. 
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3.4 Study Setting 

The study was conducted in two areas of Outpatient Occupational Therapy at the Centre 

for the Rehabilitation of the Paralysed (CRP) Savar and Mirpur which has been a selected 

rehabilitation centre. The investigator has chosen this area as almost all stroke patients 

from different regions of Bangladesh has come to receive occupational therapy service 

and it shows the current reflection on the represent situation of Bangladesh for the stroke 

survivor who get comprehensive Occupational Therapy Service. 

3.5 Study Period 

The study was conducted from October to April (2016-2017). During this time frame, 

data were collected from the 3rd December 2016 to 3rd February 2017 with the consent of 

the participants have been requested to collect and assess the data. Each questionnaire has 

taken to complete approximately 20-25 minutes.  

3.6 Sample Size 

According to Bowling (1997), This is an essential part of good research design of any 

sort, whether it is surveys or experimental approaches. For quantitative research, it is 

better to meet as many subjects as possible relative to the size of the ideal population. 

Sometimes sample size may big and sometimes it may small, depending the population 

and characteristics of the study. The purposive sampling in this study was used to meet 

the desired sample size, which is based on prior information by virtue of knowledge or 

experience. This method helps the investigator to save time, money and energy.40 On the 

other hand, Hicks (2000) stated that, it would be better to choose the purposive sampling 

method rather than random sampling, in order to select the sample for conducting 

research when the population is small.42 The study population was stroke survival. The 

investigator selected appropriate 120 stroke survivors using by the purposive sampling to 

reach the desired sample size to conduct this study. Here the investigator used the 

formulation of sample size determination: (n) = z2. Pq/d2. The investigator used 95% 

confidence interval and 5% sampling error for this study. Here, the confidence interval is 

(z) = 1.96 and the sampling error is (d) = 0.05. At the start of the survey the investigator 
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did not know the precise number of patients with stroke in Bangladesh. So, the 

investigator assumed that the Prevalence of stroke survivors was (p) = 0.05 and (q) means 

(1-p) = 0.05. According to this calculation the standard sample was 384.  

 

Sample size calculation:  

 

       n= z2 × p (1-p)/ d2  

 

When, n= sample size 

p= Percentage of sample population (50%) 

z= Level of confidence (95%) 

d= Confidence error (5%) 

So, 

n= (1.96)2×0.5 (1-0.5)/ (0.05)2 

  = 384 

 

However, it was quite difficult as a student to collect this amount of data within 2 

months, according to the sample size calculation; the investigator selected 120 

participants based on inclusion and exclusion criteria in a selected rehabilitation centre.  

 

 

3.7 Inclusion Criteria 

• An individual who has had a stroke. 

• An individual with stroke survivor who receive/received  Occupational therapy. 

• Participants willing to participate in the study and sign consent form. 

• Both gender male and female with stroke survivor participants must be involved. 
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Exclusion Criteria 

• An individual stroke survivor who obtained less 20 points on the Mini-Mental 

State Examination in cognitive skill. 

• Participant with stroke survivor who are suffering from aphasia. 

 

3.8 Sampling Techniques 

Purposive sampling had used in this study for the appropriate 120 stroke survivors in the 

sampling size. In purposive sampling also referred to as judgmental sampling. It is a 

nonrandom technique that does not need underlying sampling calculation. According to 

Bernard and Sheppard (2006), the investigator decided what needs to be known and sets 

out to find people who can and are willing to provide the information by quality of 

knowledge or experience.42 Participants who met all the inclusion criteria were selected 

from the population for using purposive sampling. Purposive Sampling means that a 

researcher does not simply study whoever is available, but uses decision to select a 

sample that they believe, based on the study information. The investigator actively selects 

the most useful sample to answer the research question.43  

3.9 Data Collection Tools 

 

During data collection following instrument was used to fulfill the aim and objectives of 

the study 

• Information sheet and consent form 

• Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) 

• Demographic questionnaire 

• Occupational Self-Assessment questionnaire 

• Personal Well-Being Index questionnaire 

• Pen, Pencil& eraser  

• Seal pad 

• Hardboard  
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Here investigator has explained briefly regarding these data collection instruments or 

tools for this study are as follows:  

 

Consent Form 

 

The investigator had used an information sheet and consent form to take the participants 

consent. Investigator let the participants know the details of the study by the information 

sheet which include the aim, objectives, way of collecting data from the participants and 

ethical considerations of the study. The participant was asked to read the information 

sheet, but in case of the participant who was not educated, investigator read that out to 

them. There had also been used the consent form containing the consent of the participant 

that he is participating in the study and had taken permission from every participant with 

signature/thumb impression on a written consent form. (Please see Appendix C for the 

information sheet and consent form)  

 

Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE)  

 

The Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) is a tool that can be used to systematically 

and thoroughly assess mental status. It is an 11-question measure that tests five areas of 

cognitive function: orientation, registration, attention and calculation, recall, and 

language. The maximum score is 30. The MMSE takes only 5-10 minutes to administer 

and is therefore practical to use repeatedly and routinely. The targeted stroke patients 

were selected who indicated in cognitive status by a score of at least 20 and above its 

points on the Mini-Mental State Examination. 

 

Demographic Questionnaire 

 

Demographic information of the respondents was collected by using self-demonstrated 

demographic questionnaires. Demographic information includes sex, age, occupation, 

educational status, marital status, family type, living area, home district and monthly 

income. (See Appendix  EA for the questionnaire.) 
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Occupational Self-Assessment (OSA) 

 

The Occupational Self-assessment (OSA) is an evaluation tool which is designed to 

capture clients’ perception of their own occupational competence. It is designed to be 

used as a client-centered assessment to guide collaborative treatment planning and to 

document therapy outcomes. It is also based on the concepts of the model of human 

occupation (MOHO). MOHO is based on the principle that each client is a unique 

individual, whose particular values and sense of capacity should determine the nature of 

occupational therapy intervention.  

The Occupational Self Assessment (OSA) is a paper and pencil instrument in which 

clients' self-reported their level of competence in and values about occupational 

performance and participation. The original OSA had two sections: a set of items 

representing ‘Myself’ and a second set of items representing ‘My Environment’. The 

‘Myself’ items include a series of 21 statements and “My Environment” items include 8 

statements about occupational performance and participation. People rated each ‘Myself’ 

and ‘My Environment’ item in terms of Occupational Competence (that is, how well they 

do it) and Value (that is, how important it is to them), using four point rating scales. 

These concepts are based on the MOHO proposition that people achieve occupational 

adaptation when, over time, they feel able to fulfill personal and external expectations 

and responsibilities related to their occupational identity. 20 

 

Personal Well-Being Index-Adult (PWI-A) 

 

Personal well-being will be assessed by measuring the subjective dimension of Quality of 

Life (QOL) -subjective well being.22 It is generally agreed that SWB may be measured 

through questions about satisfaction focused to people’s feelings about themselves. 

Personal Well-being Index-Adult (PWI-A) is one of the most famous questionnaires in 

this area.44 

The PWI-A consists of 8 questions regarding the following issues: 1) Life standards and 

conditions; 2) Health; 3) Achievements in life; 4) Relationships with others; 5) Safety 

and peace in life; 6) Dependence and membership among others; 7) Future safety; 8) 

Spirituality or Religion. The participants' responses to each of the eight items with a 
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rating scale of zero to ten, with each member showing the following states: Zero: 

Completely dissatisfied and sad; Five: Average; Ten: Completely satisfied and happy. 

Between zero and five: Completely dissatisfied and sad to average; and between five and 

ten: Average to completely satisfy and happy.45  

 

3.10 Data Collection Methods 

 

The investigator requested ethical permission from the Institutional Review Committee of 

“Bangladesh Health Professions Institute” (BHPI) and had approved the study protocol. 

The author of Occupational Self-Assessment version 2.2 and Personal Wellbeing Index-

Adult questionnaire gave permission for using this questionnaire in this study. The 

investigator had a fixed date and time for conducting the procedure of data collection. 

Time and place were confirmed with the eligible participants before collecting the data. 

The aim of the study, and study procedure was explained to participants before collecting 

data. Investigator shared with qualified therapist about the study to the selection 

procedure of the participation furthermore qualified therapist identified participant who 

has met the inclusion and exclusion criteria of the population and ensured the investigator 

regarding the participant who has a good cognitive level. The participant was given 

information sheets and consent forms and these were explained by the investigator. 

Participants had an opportunity to ask question regarding the study, and they signed the 

consent form after being if they were satisfied. Then the investigator assessed the 

participant cognitive test MMSE who obtained at least 20 or it’s above and they were 

selected as a participant for this study. After that, selected participants gave information 

of their demographic and clinical information. The investigator helped the participant to 

fill answer in the study questionnaire. The investigator also completed the “OSA” and 

“PWI-A” questionnaire through a face to face interview in a silent place rather than the 

workplace.  Through this face to face interview the investigator had a chance to 

understand the nonverbal cues given by the interviewee who may indicate confusion and 

lack of understanding. The data for the study of identifying the level of occupational 

performance and well being of stroke surviving was collected through asking structured 

questions to the patient with stroke. The almost all participants answered each item of the 

questionnaire in this study; only 3 participants didn’t complete each item. The 
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questionnaire took an average 20-25 minutes given information by each participant. The 

investigator described any question specifically if participants had any doubt. The 

interviewer helped the interviewee to understand the questions by changing some words 

with the same meaning. The entire interview was conducted in the language of Bangla 

whereas questionnaire was translated into Bangla format with the following translation 

process according to WHO. The investigator was explained the question into local 

language that will be helpful to the participant. After finishing the interview, the 

investigator gave “thanks” to the participant. The investigator was neutral during the data 

collection to reduce any personal bias affecting the result of the study. All ethical issues 

were considered during data collection in this study. 

 

3.11 Data Management and Analysis 

 

Firstly the investigator entered numerical data uses in the Microsoft excel in this study. 

These data were analyzed through performed the Statistical Package of Social Science 

(SPSS) version 20.0 by using a descriptive statistic method which allows giving 

statements about the feature of the participant. All data were input within the variable of 

SPSS. SPSS reduces the impact of missing values and increases the reliability of the 

analysis. Demographic questionnaire, condition related questionnaire, OSA-Myself, 

OSA-My environment and PWI-A were analyzed and Descriptive statistics were used to 

calculate the means, standard deviation, percentage of demographic and clinical 

characteristics through performing by the SPSS. The represented data were organized by 

tables in Microsoft Office word. 

 

Descriptive analysis was used to find out the percentage of different demographic data 

such as, age, sex, educational level, marital status, occupation, living area & type of 

family and of clinical characteristics data such as type of stroke, affected side, risk factor, 

length of stroke, previous history of stroke, duration of taking rehabilitation, synergy, 

muscle tone, hand function and sensation.  

The investigator also used non-parametric test, the Chi-squared test to find out the 

association between demographic and clinical factors with well being and occupational 

performance. 
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The investigator was also calculated with descriptive analysis to find out the mean values 

& standard deviation (SD) of Occupational self-assessment and Personal well-being 

index. The investigator collected answer from the participant ordinal rating on each item 

of the OSA questionnaire that represent differing amounts of the measures, the raw data 

ordinal rating must be converted to interval level measures for the OSA myself scale the 

numbers are assigned to rating as follows: I do this extremely well =4, I do this well=3, I 

have some difficulty doing this=3 and I have lot of problem doing this=1 with this 

occupational performance category and For the importance/value scale, numbers are 

assigned to rating as follows: This is most important to me=4, This is more important to 

me=3, This is important to me=2, This is not so important to me=1 and also for the OSA 

my environment scale the number are assigned to rating as follows: This is extremely 

good=4, This is good=3,There is some problem =2 and there is a lot of problem=1. 

In case of PWI-A scale, the participant rated their satisfaction through the already 

established numerical rating (0-10 which indicates ‘0’ means no satisfaction and 10 

means completely satisfied). 

The investigator used the OSA key form in the study to find out the performance client 

measure which generates variable of the Occupational performance and also used the 

conversion of raw scores in the standard (0-100) scale format to find out the single score 

of PWI-A which generates as a variable of well-being. 

After that, the investigator performed the software SPSS to investigate the variable's 

relationship between Occupational performance and Wellbeing using by the Spearman 

correlation analysis.  

 

By Spearman correlation, the investigator determines the relationship between OSA-

Myself, OSA-My environment with the PWI-A. 
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3.12 Quality Control & Quality Assurance 

 

The Investigator required permission from the authority of the Occupational Self-

Assessment (OSA) version 2.2 and Personal Wellbeing Index-Adult (PWI-A). Then 

investigator translated this questionnaire from English to Bangla by following the 

guidelines of the WHO process of translation. For Bangla translating Occupational Self-

Assessment version 2.2 and Personal Wellbeing Index-Adult Questionnaire the 

investigator selected one translator which was a health professional and is knowledgeable 

of the English-speaking but his/her mother tongue is Bangla. The translator converted to 

Bangla language independently from English of the original Occupational Self-

Assessment (OSA) version 2.2 and Personal Wellbeing Index-Adult (PWI-A) 

Questionnaire. After receiving this forward translation, the investigator selected a 

bilingual expert to see the actual meaning of those scales in both language translation and 

given names first Bangla version Occupational Self-Assessment version 2.2 and Personal 

Wellbeing Index-Adult Questionnaire. 

After finalizing a Bengali version for both questionnaires, the investigator sent the 

questionnaire to another health professional who did not have any access to the original 

English version of both questionnaires to produce a backward translation into English. 

After backward translation, given names the second version of both questionnaires 

(Occupational Self-Assessment version 2.2 and Personal Wellbeing Index-Adult). 

Pre-testing and cognitive interviewing of the Questionnaire was done in the study setting 

with 10 people to conduct a comprehensive test through a face to face interview and 

during this period the interviewer (investigator) investigated whether the subjects had any 

difficulty in understanding. These 10 people, who participated in the field test, are not 

included in the main study. The test was done in a quiet place. Pre-testing is very 

important for identifying the problems of questionnaire such as misunderstandings about 

the intended meaning of items and to assess the effectiveness of interviewing techniques 

and materials. Based on participant’s interpretation the Bengali version of both 

questionnaires was developed. The third version of both questionnaires was considered as 

the final version. 
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3.13  Ethical Consideration 

 

Ethical is a normal issue. It tells about the rights. Proper ethical consideration tells about 

transparency of any work which is mandatory to avoid conflicts. So to keep the 

accountability and transparency of the work, the investigator needs to maintain all the 

ethical consideration from the first phase of the study. First of all, the proposal has been 

reviewed and approved by an Institutional Review Board (IRB), Bangladesh Health 

Professions Institute (BHPI), CRP. The necessary information was approved by the 

ethical committee of CRP and permitted to conduct this research. The investigator took 

permission from the authority of OSA version 2.2 and PWI-A Questionnaire to use both 

questionnaires for this study. Then the investigator received permission from data 

collection from the Occupational therapy department of a selected rehabilitation centre-

CRP. Investigator informed the participants about the purpose of the study and at first she 

got permission from the participants then started work. Investigator collected information 

when the participants given time and the time was being suitable for both of them. Clear 

explanation of the study provided by the investigator and the investigator answered all of 

the questions if the participants had any queries. At the end of the interview, participants 

have an opportunity to modify and remove their statement which they have already 

answered. Investigator assured them that their personal identity would be kept 

confidential and all documents were being kept in a safe place. If you feel uncomfortable 

to give answers of any questions then participants had full rights to withdraw themselves 

from the interview without any hesitation. On the other hand, participants may not have 

any direct benefit from participating in this research, but their valuable participation is 

likely to help our profession to find out about the existing situation of the stroke survival 

patient performance and satisfaction. The investigator also ensured that their participation 

would not cause any harm, but would benefit them in the future and the organization was 

not hampered by the study. 
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The current study result section had shown demographic characteristics, clinical 

characteristics, association between demographic and clinical factors with occupational 

performance and well being, OSA-Myself, OSA-My Environment, PWI-Adult and 

relationships between Occupational Performance and Well-being. This section provides a 

systematic way to explain the interpretation and analyzed findings related to the 

Occupational Performance and Well-being. 

 

4.1 Demographic Characteristics 

 

4.1.1 Age and gender of the Participants 

Among the 120 participants 3 participants were male and 2 participants were female in 

age group between 10-29 years, 25 were male and 12 were female in age group between 

30-49 years, 45 were male and 22 were female in age group between 50-69 years and 7 

were male and 4 were female in age group between 70-89 years. (Table 1) 

There mean age was 53.30 years, standard deviation 12.426, minimum age was 25 years 

and maximum age was 82 years. In percentage, 4% (n=5) experienced stroke in between 

10-29 years, 31% (n=37) experienced stroke in between 30-49 years, 56% (n=67) 

experienced stroke in between 50-69 years and 9% (n=11) experienced stroke in between 

70-89 years. 80 participants were male and 40 participants were female who were 

suffered by stroke. The percentage of male and female who were affected by stroke is 

male 67% and female 33%.  (Table 5)  

Table 1: Cross tabulation between age and sex of the participants 

Age group Sex Total 

Male Female 

10-29 

30-49 

50-69 

70-89 

3 

25 

45 

7 

2 

12 

22 

4 

5 

37 

67 

11 

Total 80 40 120 

CHAPTER IV: RESULTS 
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4.1.2 Sex and Marital Status of the participants 

Among the 120 participants 76 participants were male and 30 participants were female 

who were married, 3 were male and there were no female who were unmarried and 1 

were male and 10 were female who were widow. (Table 2) 

Most of the participants were married. Out of 100%, 88.3% (n=106) respondents were 

married, whereas 9.2% (n=11) were widowed and 2.5% (n=3) were single. (Table 5) 

Sex Marital status Total 

Married Unmarried Widow 

Male 

Female 

76 

30 

3 

0 

1 

10 

80 

40 

Total 106 3 11 120 

Table 2: Cross tabulation between sex and marital status of the participants 

4.1.3 Type of stroke and affected side of the participants 

Among the 120 participants 11 participants were right sided hemiplegic and 20 

participants were left sided hemiplegic who were affected by hemorrhagic stroke, 38 

participants were right sided hemiplegic and 51 participants were left sided hemiplegic 

who were affected by ischemic stroke. (Table 3)  

In percentage 74.2% (n=89) were ischemic stroke and 25.8% (n=31) were hemorrhagic 

stroke. The study showed that ischemic stroke was more common than hemorrhagic 

stroke. The most common affected side of the stroke is left 59.2% (n=71) and right side 

stroke had 40.8% (n=49). (Table 6) 

Table 3: Cross tabulation between type of stroke and affected side of the participants 

 

Stroke Type Affected Side Total 

Right Left 

Hemorrhagic 11 20 31 

Ischemic 38 51 89 

Total 49 71 120 
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4.1.4 Sex and stroke type of the participants 

Among the 120 participants 22 participants were male and 9 participants were female 

who were experienced by hemorrhagic stroke, 58 were male and 31 were female who 

were  experienced by ischemic stroke. (Table 4) 

Sex Stroke Type Total 

Hemorrhagic Ischemic 

Male 22 58 80 

Female 9 31 40 

Total 31 89 120 

Table 4: Cross tabulation between sex and stroke type of the participants 

4.2 Descriptive statistics of the participants 

4.2.1 Demographic Information 

The analysis is based on the sample of 120 subjects who had experienced stroke. The 

subjects consisted of 80 males (66.7%) and 40 females (33.3%), all of whom had 

experienced stroke.  

The demographic characteristics of the study population are shown in Table 5. Most of 

the people 55.8% (n=67) experienced stroke between 50-69 years old. 88.3% (n=106) 

subjects were married, whereas 9.2% (n=11) were widowed and 2.5% (n=3) were single. 

However Educational status of the patient in this study, illiterate patient 12.5% (n=15) 

were most less and above masters level of educational status patient 9.2% (n=11) affected 

stroke quite similar to illiterate; most affected stroke patient were completed graduation 

22.5% (n=27) primary, S.S.C, were quite to same as graduation status. Furthermore, 

20.8% (n=25) were businessman, 36.7% (n=44) were service holder, 27.5% (n=33) were 

housewife, 10% (n=12) were teacher, 1.7% (n=2) subjects were students, 2.5% (n=3) 

subjects were farmer and 1 subject was garment worker prior to the onset of stroke. 

Peoples lived in Urban (47.5%) and Rural (52.5%) were almost similar number of stroke. 

In this study extended family 26.7%(n= 32) less and nuclear family 73.3%(n= 88) 

showed more have had experienced with stroke.  
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4.2.2 Clinical Information 

In Table 6 Clinical characteristics shows that, most people experienced ischemic rather 

than hemorrhagic whereas 74.2% (n=89) subjects had ischemic stroke and 25.8% (n=31) 

were hemorrhagic.  Of the 120 potential stroke patients, 15.8% (n=19) subjects have had 

previous experienced by stroke and 84.2% (n=101) subjects had experienced their first-

ever stroke. The most common affected side of the stroke is left 59.2% (n=71) subjects 

and right side stroke had 40.8% (n=49) subjects. Subjects in this study are suffering from 

the stroke and survive to have experience with it about 40.8% (n=49) subjects for (0-3) 

months, 20% (n=24) subjects for (3-6) months, 21.7% (n=26) subjects for (6-12) months, 

4.2% (n=5) subjects for (13-18) months 13.3% (n=16) subjects for 24 months more.  

The 19.2% (n=23) subjects reported out of 120 respondents had a history of hypertension, 

which is most commonly identified single risk factor, among them 3.3% (n=4) subjects 

were smokers, 2.5% (n=3) subjects were tobacco users, 6.7% (n=8) subjects had been 

told that they had diabetes and 1.7% (n=2) had been told that they have heart disease. 

Associated with this single factor respondent had a multiple history of risk factor. Such 

as, hypertension, smoking, diabetics had 8.3% (n=10) subjects; hypertension, tobacco 

chewing, diabetics history had 5.8% (n=7) subjects; smoking, hypertension history had 

10% (n=12) subjects; Hypertension, diabetics history had 17.5% (n=21) subjects; 

tobacco, hypertension, heart disease had 1.7% (n=2) subjects; heart disease, diabetics had 

0.8%(n=1) subjects; smoking, diabetics had 1.7% (n=2) subjects; hypertension, heart 

disease and diabetics history had 10% (n=12) subject; tobacco chewing and hypertension 

had 5% (n=5) subjects and other history had 5.8% (n=7) subjects.  

42.5% (n=51) subjects started to receive Occupational therapy service between 0-1 

months after stroke, 34.2% (n=41) subjects received between 2-3 months, 10% (n=12) 

subjects between 4-6 months, 13.3% (n=16) subjects above 6 months. Or, 71.7% (n=86) 

subjects started to receive Rehabilitation services between 1-6 months, 15% (n=18) 

subjects received between 7-12 months, 5% (n=6) subjects between 13-24 months, 8.3% 

(n=10) subjects above 6 months. 
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Table 5: Demographical Characteristics of the study participants  

Background Factors (N= 120) Number of 

Participants 

(n) 

Percentage of 

Participants 

(%) 

   

Age 

10-29 

30-49 

50-69 

70-89 

 

5 

37 

67 

11 

 

4.2 

30.8 

55.8 

9.2 

Sex 

Male 

Female 

 

80 

40 

 

66.7 

33.3 

Marital Status 

Married 

Unmarried 

Widow  

 

106 

   3 

  11 

 

88.3 

2.5 

9.2 

Religion Status 

Islam 

Hinduism 

Christianity 

 

103 

13 

4 

 

85.8 

10.8 

3.3 

Educational Status 

Illiterate 

Primary 

SSC 

HSC 

Graduate 

Masters & Above 

 

15 

24 

17 

26 

27 

11 

 

12.5 

20 

14.2 

21.7 

22.5 

9.2 

Occupation 

Businessman 

 

25 

 

20.8 
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Service Holder 

Student 

Farmer 

Garment Worker 

Housewife 

Teacher 

44 

2 

3 

1 

33 

12 

36.7 

1.7 

2.5 

0.8 

27.5 

10.0 

Family’s Monthly Income 

5000- 10000 

11000- 20000 

21000- 30000 

31000- 40000 

41000- 50000 

Above 50000 

 

27 

34 

17 

11 

15 

16 

 

22.5 

28.3 

14.2 

9.2 

12.5 

13.3 

Residential area 

Rural 

Urban 

 

57 

63 

 

47.5 

52.5 

Family Type 

Nuclear Family 

Extended Family 

 

88 

32 

 

73.3 

26.7 
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Table 6: Clinical characteristics of the study participants 

Condition Related Factors 

(N= 120) 

Number of 

Participants 

(n) 

Percentage of 

Participants 

(%) 

   

Type of stroke 

Hemorrhagic 

Ischemic 

 

31 

89 

 

25.8 

74.2 

Affected side of the body 

Right 

Left 

 

49 

71 

 

40.8 

59.2 

Past Medical History 

Smoking 

Tobacco chewing 

Hypertension 

Heart disease 

Diabetics 

Tobacco chewing, 

Hypertension, Diabetics 

Smoking, Hypertension, 

Diabetics 

Smoking, Hypertension 

Hypertension, Diabetics 

Tobacco, Hypertension, Heart 

disease 

Heart disease, Diabetics 

Smoking, Diabetics 

Tobacco chewing, 

Hypertension 

Hypertension, Heart disease, 

 

4 

3 

23 

2 

8 

7 

 

10 

12 

21 

2 

 

1 

2 

6 

12 

 

7 

 

3.3 

2.5 

19.2 

1.7 

6.7 

5.8 

 

8.3 

10.0 

17.5 

1.7 

 

0.8 

1.7 

5.0 

10.0 

 

5.8 
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Diabetics 

Others 

Length of stroke 

0- 3 months 

3-6 months 

6-12 months 

13- 18 months 

Above 24 months 

 

49 

24 

26 

5 

16 

 

40.8 

20.0 

21.7 

4.2 

13.3 

Previous History of Stroke 

Yes 

No 

 

19 

101 

 

15.8 

84.2 

Duration of receiving OT 

0-1 month 

2- 3 months 

4- 6 months 

Above 6 months 

 

51 

41 

12 

16 

 

42.5 

34.2 

10.0 

13.3 

Duration of taking 

rehabilitation 

1-6 months 

7- 12 months 

13- 24 months 

Above 24 months 

 

 

86 

18 

6 

10 

 

 

71.7 

15.0 

5.0 

8.3 

Synergy 

Not present 

Flexor Synergy 

 

87 

33 

 

72.5 

27.5 

Muscle tone 

Normal 

Flaccid 

Spastic 

Mixed 

 

32 

31 

30 

27 

 

26.7 

25.8 

25.0 

22.5 
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Hand Function 

Impossible 

With much assistance 

With little assistance 

With minimum difficulties 

Normal 

52 

30 

17 

17 

4 

43.3 

25.0 

14.2 

14.2 

3.3 

Sensation 

Impaired 

Normal 

 

23 

97 

 

19.2 

80.8 

 

In the study, the researcher collected these data from the secondary source assessment 

document of the 72.5% (n=87) out of 120 were not found any association synergistic 

movement, but the rest of the number founded only the flexor synergy and in the terms of 

various muscle tone were very similar or close number in Normal 26.7% (n=32), Flaccid 

25.8% (n=31), Spastic 25% (n=30) and mixed 22.5% (n=27). 

The investigator, founded normal hand function were 4  in the study among 120 subjects, 

whereas 43.3% (n=52) were impossible able to perform in hand function, 25% (n=30) 

were able to perform with much assistance and similar 14.2% (n=17) subjects were with 

little assistance and difficulties to perform hand function and  in the term of sensation 

19.2% (n=23) subjects had impaired  and 80.8% (n=97) subjects had normal sensation. 
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4.3 Association between Demographic factor (age, sex, marital status, family 

monthly income, family type) and occupational performance, well being 

4.3.1 Association between demographic factor Age and occupational performance, 

well-being: 

There is no strong association between age and well being, OSA- Myself and OSA-My 

environment. Such as well being was (n= 120,  χ2= 112.280, p<0.923), OSA-Myself was 

(n=120,  χ2= 74.925, p<0.669), OSA-My environment was (n=120, χ2= 36.397, 

p<0.816). (Table 7) 

Component Age Total 

N= 

120 

χ2 

value 

P -

value 10-29 30-49 50-69 70-89 

Well-being 4.2% 

(5) 

30.8% 

(37) 

55.8% 

(67) 

9.2% 

(11) 

100% 

(120) 

112.280 .923 

OSA- Myself 4.2% 

(5) 

30.8% 

(37) 

55.8% 

(67) 

9.2% 

(11) 

100% 

(120) 

74.925 .669 

OSA- My 

Environment 

4.2% 

(5) 

30.8% 

(37) 

55.8% 

(67) 

9.2% 

(11) 

100% 

(120) 

36.397 .816 

Table 7: Association between age and occupational performance, well-being 

 

4.3.2 Association between demographic factor sex and occupational 

performance, well-being: 

Table showed that there was no strong association between sex and well being, OSA-

Myself and OSA-My environment. Here the well being was (n=120, χ2= 48.493, 

p<0.334), OSA-Myself was (n=120, χ2= 31.938, p<0.234), OSA-My environment was 

(n=120, χ2=11.970, p<0.681). (Table 8) 
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Component Sex Total 

N= 120 

χ2 

value 

 

P -value Male Female 

Well-being 66.7% (80) 33.3% (40) 100% (120) 48.493 .334 

OSA- Myself 66.7% (80) 33.3% (40) 100% (120) 31.938 .234 

OSA- My 

Environment 

66.7% (80) 33.3% (40) 100% (120) 11.970 .681 

Table 8: Association between sex and occupational performance, well-being 

 

4.3.3 The association between demographic factor marital status and 

occupational performance and well being: 

There was no strong association between marital status and well being, OSA-My 

environment. Such as well being was (n=120, χ2=63.027, p<0.986), OSA-My 

environment was (n=120, χ2=27.669, p<0.588). But in case of OSA-Myself (n=120, 

χ2=75.780, p<0.027) that indicate there was a strong significant association between 

marital status and OSA-Myself. (Table 9) 

Component Marital Status Total 

N= 

120 

χ2 

value 

P -

value Married Unmarried Widow 

Well-being 88.3% (106) 2.5% (3) 9.2% (11) 100% 

(120) 

63.027 .986 

OSA- Myself 88.3% (106) 2.5% (3) 9.2% (11) 100% 

(120) 

75.780 .027 

OSA- My 

Environment 

88.3% (106) 2.5% (3) 9.2% (11) 100% 

(120) 

27.669 .588 

Table 9: Association between marital status and occupational performance, well-being 
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4.3.4 The association between demographic factor family monthly income and 

occupational performance, well-being: 

Table showed that there was no strong association between family monthly income and 

well being, OSA-Myself. Here the well being was (n=120, χ2= 239.005, p<0.248), OSA-

Myself was (n=120, χ2= 142.178, p<0.319). In case of OSA-My environment (n=120, 

χ2=117.519, p<0.001) that indicate there was a strong association between family 

monthly income and OSA-My environment. (Table 10) 

Component Family Monthly Income Total 

N= 

120 

χ2 

value 

P -

value 

5000-

10000 

11000-

20000 

21000-

30000 

31000-

40000 

41000-

50000 

Above        

50000 

   

Well-being 22.5% 

(27) 

28.3% 

(34) 

 

14.2%  

(17) 

9.2% 

(11) 

12.5% 

(15) 

13.3% 

(16) 

100% 

(120) 

239.055 .248 

OSA- Myself 22.5% 

(27) 

28.3% 

(34) 

 

14.2%  

(17) 

9.2% 

(11) 

12.5% 

(15) 

13.3% 

(16) 

100% 

(120) 

142.178 .319 

OSA- My 

Environment 

22.5% 

(27) 

28.3% 

(34) 

 

14.2%  

(17) 

9.2% 

(11) 

12.5% 

(15) 

13.3% 

(16) 

100% 

(120) 

117.519 .001 

Table 10: Association between family monthly income and occupational performance, 

well-being 

4.3.5 The association between demographic factor family type and 

occupational performance, well-being: 

Table showed that there was no strong association between family type and well being, 

OSA-Myself and OSA-My environment. Here the well being was (n=120, χ2= 39.442, 

p<0.706), OSA-Myself was (n=120, χ2= 32.372, p<0.219), OSA-My environment was 

(n=120, χ2=4.537, p<0.995). (Table 11) 
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Component Family Type Total 

N= 120 

χ2 

value 

 

P -value Nuclear 

Family 

Extended 

Family 

Well-being 73.3% (88) 26.7% (32) 100% (120) 39.442 .706 

OSA- Myself 73.3% (88) 26.7% (32) 100% (120) 32.372 .219 

OSA- My 

Environment 

73.3% (88) 26.7% (32) 100% (120) 4.537 .995 

Table 11: Association between family type and occupational performance, well-being 

 

4.4 Associations between condition related factor (stroke type, affected side,   

length of stroke, Duration of occupational therapy received and duration of 

taking rehabilitation) and occupational performance, well being 

 

4.4.1 The association between condition related factor stroke type and 

occupational performance, well-being: 

Table showed that there was no strong association between stroke type and well being, 

OSA-Myself and OSA-My environment. Here the well being was (n=120, χ2= 43.668, 

p<0.528), OSA-Myself was (n=120, χ2= 28.298, p<0.396), OSA-My environment was 

(n=120, χ2=15.719, p<0.401). (Table 12) 

Component Stroke Type Total 

N= 120 

χ2 

value 

 

P -value Hemorrhagic Ischemic 

Well-being 25.8%(31) 74.2%(89) 100% (120) 43.668 .528 

OSA- Myself 25.8%(31) 74.2%(89) 100% (120) 28.298 .396 

OSA- My 

Environment 

25.8%(31) 74.2%(89) 100% (120) 15.719 .401 

Table 12: Association between stroke type and occupational performance, well-being 

4.4.2 The association between demographic factor affected side and 

occupational performance, well-being: 

There was no strong association between affected side and well being, OSA-Myself and 

OSA-My environment. Here the well being was (n=120, χ2= 50.059, p<0.280), OSA-
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Myself was (n=120, χ2= 26.783, p<0.476), OSA-My environment was (n=120, 

χ2=21.029, p<0.136). (Table 13) 

 

Component Affected Side Total 

N= 120 

χ2 

value 

 

P -value Right Left 

Well-being 40.8%(49) 59.2%(71) 100% (120) 50.059 .280 

OSA- Myself 40.8%(49) 59.2%(71) 100% (120) 26.783 .476 

OSA- My 

Environment 

40.8%(49) 59.2%(71) 100% (120) 21.029 .136 

Table 13: Association between affected side and occupational performance, well-being 

 

4.4.3 The association between demographic factor length of stroke and 

occupational performance, well-being: 

Table showed that there was no strong association between length of stroke and well 

being, OSA-Myself and OSA-My environment. Here the well being was (n=120, χ2= 

168.147, p<0.727), OSA-Myself was (n=120, χ2= 89.534, p<0.901), OSA-My 

environment was (n=120, χ2=57.570, p<0.565). (Table 14) 

 

Component Length of Stroke Total 

N= 

120 

χ2 

value 

P -

value 0-3 

months 

3-6 

months 

6-12 

months 

13-18 

months 

Above 

24 

months 

Well-being 40.8% 

(49) 

20% 

(24) 

21.7% 

(26) 

4.2% 

(5) 

13.3% 

(16) 

100% 

(120) 

168.147 .727 

OSA- Myself 40.8% 

(49) 

20% 

(24) 

21.7% 

(26) 

4.2% 

(5) 

13.3% 

(16) 

100% 

(120) 

89.534 .901 

OSA- My 

Environment 

40.8% 

(49) 

20% 

(24) 

21.7% 

(26) 

4.2% 

(5) 

13.3% 

(16) 

100% 

(120) 

57.570 .565 

Table 14: Association between length of stroke and occupational performance, well-

being 
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4.4.4 The association between demographic factor duration of receiving 

occupational therapy and occupational performance, well-being: 

Table showed that there was no strong association between duration of receiving 

occupational therapy and well being, OSA-Myself and OSA-My environment. Here the 

well being was (n=120, χ2= 132.411, p<0.547), OSA-Myself was (n=120, χ2= 75.493, 

p<0.652), OSA-My environment was (n=120, χ2=132.411, p<0.547). (Table 15) 

 

Component Occupational Therapy received Total 

N= 

120 

χ2 

value 

P -

value 0-1 

month 

1-3 

months 

3-6 

months 

Above 6 

months 

Well-being 42.5% 

(51) 

34.2% 

(41) 

10% 

(12) 

13.3% 

(16) 

100% 

(120) 

132.411 .547 

OSA- Myself 42.5% 

(51) 

34.2% 

(41) 

10% 

(12) 

13.3% 

(16) 

100% 

(120) 

75.493 .652 

OSA- My 

Environment 

42.5% 

(51) 

34.2% 

(41) 

10% 

(12) 

13.3% 

(16) 

100% 

(120) 

132.411 .547 

Table 15: Association between duration of receiving occupational therapy and 

occupational performance, well-being 

 

4.4.5 The association between conditions related factor duration of taking 

rehabilitation and occupational performance and well being: 

There was no strong association between duration of taking rehabilitation and well being, 

OSA-Myself. Such as well being was (n=120, χ2=119.396, p<0.828), OSA-Myself was 

(n=120, χ2=83.949, p<0.389). But in case of OSA-My environment (n=120, χ2=88.651, 

p<0.000) that indicate there was a significant association between duration of taking 

rehabilitation and OSA-My environment. (Table 16) 
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Component Taking Rehabilitation Total 

N= 

120 

χ2 

value 

P -

value 1-6 

months 

7-12 

months 

19-24 

months 

Above 

24 

months 

Well-being 71.7% 

(86) 

15%  

(18) 

5%  

(6) 

8.3%  

(10) 

100% 

(120) 

119.396 .828 

OSA- Myself 71.7% 

(86) 

15%  

(18) 

5%  

(6) 

8.3%  

(10) 

100% 

(120) 

83.949 .389 

OSA- My 

Environment 

71.7% 

(86) 

15%  

(18) 

5%  

(6) 

8.3%  

(10) 

100% 

(120) 

88.651 .000 

Table 16: Association between duration of taking rehabilitation and occupational 

performance, well-being 

 

4.5 Level of occupational performance and well being among stroke survival  

According to OSA Version-2.2, table 17 mentions that here Occupational performance 

competence were “I have a lot of problems doing this” (1-3480), “I have some difficulty 

doing this” (3481-6960), “I do this well” (6961-10,440) and “I do this extremely well” 

(10,441-13,920) score of the 120 stroke survivors. In this study, after calculate the total 

score by using SPSS 20 software investigator got 7043 scores that was under the scores 

(6961,-10,440) of the occupational performance- competence were “I do this well”.   

This table 17 also mentions that the importance were “This is not so important to me (1-

3480), This is important to me (3481-6960), This is more important to me (6961-10,440) 

and This is most important to me (10,441-13,920) of the 120 patients with stroke. After 

calculate the total score of occupational performance- importance; investigator got 

100,56 scores which under the (6961-10,440) range. So, the stroke survivors 120 

participants provide an understanding of value/importance about their performance and 

the importance of their performance were “This is more important to me”. 

In table 17 shows in the Well being of the study participants were given score with “No 

satisfaction” (0-3600), “Average” (3601-8400) and “complete satisfaction” (8401-12000) 
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range. After calculating the total score investigator got 6857 scores which is under the 

(3601-8400) range. It indicates participants satisfactions were average.  

Score Occupational performance- competence 

1-3480 I have a lot of problems doing this 

3481-6960 I have some difficulty doing this 

6961-10,440 

10,441-13,920 

I do this well  

I do this extremely well 

Score Occupational performance-importance 

1-3480 This is not so important to me 

3481-6960 This is important to me 

6961-10,440 

10,441-13,920 

This is more important to me  

This is most important to me 

Score Well being 

0-3600 

3601-8400 

No satisfaction 

Average 

8401-12000 Completely satisfied 

Table 17: Level of occupational performance and well being among the patients with 

stroke 

 

4.6 Occupational Self- Assessment (OSA) 

4.6.1 Occupational Self- Assessment- “Myself” 

On Table 18, “Getting along with others” (2.71 ± 0.715) was scored highest among the 

21 myself items for occupational performance and “Relaxing and enjoying myself” (2.64 

± 0.619) was scored second highest. “Physically doing what I need to do” (1.58 ± 0.602)” 

was lowest scored among the “Myself” items for occupational performance and 

“Managing my basic needs” (1.60 ± 0.703) was second lowest scored. 

In the 21 items scale of myself for the important ratings, “Taking care of myself” (3.48 ± 

0.686) showed highest scored and the second highest scored “Taking care of others 
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whom I am responsible” (3.26 ± 0.912). The least important item was “Working towards 

my goal” (2.47 ± 0.987) and the second least score was “Relaxing and enjoying myself” 

(2.50 ± 0.850). 

Table 18: Occupational Self- Assessment—“Myself” (Unit: scores) 

Characteristics 

 

Performance 

M ± SD 

Importance 

M ± SD 

Concentrating on my tasks 2.46 ± 0.77 2.94 ± 0.96 

Physically doing what I need to do 1.58 ± 0.602 3.11 ± 0.731 

Taking care of the places where I live 1.77 ± 0.827 2.73 ± 0.914 

Taking care of myself 1.96 ± 0.771 3.48 ± 0.686 

Taking care of others whom I am responsible 1.77 ± 0.742 3.26 ± 0.912 

Getting where I need to go 1.77 ± 0.719 3.09 ± 0.778 

Managing my finances 2.43 ± 0.775 2.67 ± 1.064 

Managing my basic needs 1.60 ± 0.703 2.57 ± 1.214 

Expressing myself to others 2.58 ± 0.773 2.80 ± 0.975 

Getting along with others 2.71 ± 0.715 2.91 ± 0.961 

Identifying and solving problems 2.26 ± 0.692 2.73 ± 0.840 

Relaxing and enjoying myself  2.64 ± 0.619 2.50 ± 0.850 

Getting done what I need to do 1.87 ± 0.634 3.05 ± 0.776 

Having a satisfying routine 1.97 ± 0.721 2.73 ± 0.907 

Handling my responsibilities 1.81 ± 0.598 3.12 ± 0.881 
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Being involved as a student, worker, 

volunteer, and family member 

1.88 ± 0.629 3.04 ± 0.883 

Doing activities I like 2.01 ± 0.692 2.69 ± 0.887 

Working towards my goal 1.61 ± 0.639 2.47 ± 0.987 

Making decisions based on what I think is 

important 

2.26 ± 0.815 3.00 ± 0.979 

Accomplishing what I set out to do 2.16 ± 0.622 2.89 ± 2.786 

Effectively using my ability 1.89 ± 0.858 3.23 ± 0.855 

 

4.6.2 Occupational Self- Assessment- “My Environment” 

Among the “My Environment” items for occupational performance, on Table 19 shows 

that “People who support and encourage me” (2.73 ± 0.608) and “People who spend time 

and share interest with me” (2.70 ± 0.588) showed the highest scores sequentially. The 

basic things I need to live and take care of myself” (1.61 ± 0.598) and “The things I need 

to be productive” (1.56 ± 0.619) “were showed gradually lowest scored in the “My 

Environment” items.  

In term of importance ratings of my environment section, “A place to live and take care 

of myself” (3.32 ± 0.778) was scored highest and “People who support and encourage 

me” (3.29 ± 0.920) was scored second highest. “Opportunities to do things I value and 

like” (2.08 ± 0.762) was scored the lowest and “The things I need to be productive” (2.34 

± 0.912) was scored second lowest. 
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Table 19: Occupational Self- Assessment—“My Environment”  

Characteristics 

 

Performance 

M ± SD 

Importance 

M ± SD 

A place to live and take care of myself 1.88 ± 0.747 3.32 ± 0.778 

A place where I can be productive 1.62 ± 0.663 2.64 ± 0.977 

The basic things I need to live and take 

care of myself 

1.61 ± 0.598 2.84 ± 0.907 

The things I need to be productive 1.56 ± 0.619 2.34 ± 0.912 

People who support and encourage me 2.73 ± 0.608 3.29 ± 0.920 

People who spend time and share interest 

with me 

2.70 ± 0.588 3.25 ± 0.872 

Opportunities to do things I value and like 1.93 ± 0.645 2.08 ± 0.762 

Places where I can go and enjoy myself 1.70 ± 0.717 3.04 ± 1.032 

 

4.7 Personal Well-being Index- Adult 

On Table 20 among the 8 items of the Personal Wellbeing Index-Adult, “Spirituality/ 

Religion” (9.53 ± 1.402) showed highest satisfaction and “Personal relationships” (8.03 ± 

2.468) showed second highest satisfaction. “Personal Health” (4.73 ± 3.444) showed the 

lowest satisfaction and “Standard of living” (5.64 ± 3.509) showed the second lowest 

satisfaction among the stroke patients.  
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Table 20: Personal Well-being Index— Adult 

Characteristics M ± SD 

Standard of living 5.64 ± 3.509 

Personal health 4.73 ± 3.444 

Achieving in life 7.23 ± 2.992 

Personal relationships 8.03 ± 2.468 

Personal safety 7.53 ± 3.051 

Community connectedness 7.28 ± 3.117 

Future security 7.18 ± 3.083 

Spirituality/ Religion 9.53 ± 1.402 

 

4.8 Relationship between Occupational Performance and Well Being 

Table 21: Relationship between Occupational Performance and Well-being 

 Occupational 

Performance 

(Myself) 

Occupational 

Performance 

(My Environment) 

Well-being 0.340* 0.303* 

* p<0.05 

The Table 21 indicates that the Spearman correlation coefficient value of Occupational 

Performance-Myself = 0.340 confirms that there is a weak positive relationship between 

the Occupational Performance and Well-being variables. Occupational Performance- My 

Environment = 0.303 also shows a weak positive relationship between the Occupational 

Performance and Well-being. 
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SPSS reports the p-value for this test as being .000 and 0.001 which indicate that there is 

a significant correlation between the Occupational Performance and Well-being. (p<0.05) 

SPSS reports the p-value for this test as being .000 and 0.001 which indicate that there is 

a significant correlation between the Occupational Performance and Well-being. (p<0.05)    

 

                            

     Figure 2: Relation between Well-being & OSA-Myself               Figure 3: Relation between Well-being & OSA-My environment 

 

 

Figure: (2 and 3) shows the scattered plot of the data indicating a linear association 

between the variables (Independent variables = Myself, My environment and Dependent 

variable=wellbeing) 

 

Well-being is considered to be the dependent variables, so are plotted on the vertical axis. 

Myself and my environment are  also considered to be independent variables, so are 

plotted on the horizontal axis. 

 

In conclusion, analysis of the relationship between occupational performance as assessed 

by the “Myself” and “My Environment” sections of the OSA and well-being exposed 

significant linear weak positive correlation. (p<0.05) 
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5.1 Discussion 
 

The purpose of this study was to observe the level of occupational performance and well 

being following stroke and also find out the relationship between occupational 

performance and well being. The results of this study provide a window to explore 

performance standards after the experiences of stroke survivors. It is clear from the 

results that there is a significant positive linear relationship between Occupational 

performance and Well-being.  

 

In this study, demographic data shows that those aged 50-69 were most likely to have a 

stroke. Here the mean age was 53.30 years with standard deviation 12.43, minimum age 

was 25 years and maximum age was 82 years; other study in UK mean age was 71.5 

years with SD 12.2, in New Zealand mean age was 67.4 with SD 12.5, France mean age 

was 53.3 with SD 13.7 and Canada mean age was 58 with 11.8 SD. Looking at the ratio 

of males to females, males are more likely to be affected than females. In one study 

conducted in Bangladesh, It emerged that people within the age range of 70-79 years 

were 4.988 times more likely to have a stroke than those aged 40-49 years. Further to 

this, those aged >80 were 4.798 times more likely to have a stroke than those aged 40-49. 

The prevalence rate was higher among men compared with women 3.44 and 2.41 per 

1000 respectively.15 

 

Observation of educational status led us to understand that illiterate patients 12.5% and 

above masters level 9.2% were  less likely to have a stroke. The group most affected by a 

stroke were those who had only completed a primary graduation 22.5%. Primary, S.S.C, 

were quite to the same as graduation status. In this study examining Occupation based 

results, showed that service holders (36.7%) are the primary group at risk of stroke with 

housewife (27.5%) showing secondary significance and business men (20.8%) third. 

However the less priority to risk for Stroke were teachers (10%), Farmars (2.5%), 
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Garment workers (0.8%) and Students (1.7%). The data suggested that there are no 

marked differences in the occurrence of stroke within rural (47.5%) and urban areas 

(52.5%). However the study showed marked differences in results between family 

systems, nuclear (73.3%) and extended (32%). 

 

In this study, ischemic strokes were more common than hemorrhagic (Ischemic=74.2% 

and Hemorrhagic=25.8%), incidence of just having an initial stroke (rather than 

numerous) was 84.2% and a stroke affecting the right hemisphere of the brain (and 

resulting in left hemiplegia) is most common. A study reported a relatively higher 

incidence of hemorrhagic stroke in children below 10 years and 10-19 years, irrespective 

of the sexes. Thus confirming from observation of previous studies that ischemia more 

common than hemorrhagic events in adulthood stroke only. 16 

 

The most common risk factor among stroke patient is Hypertension and it’s also leading 

causes of the Stroke. Diabetes is also as a common risk factor for the stroke. Most of the 

participants have minimum single symptom and moreover, in the combination of multiple 

symptom. These risk factors are smoking, tobacco chewing, and heart disease. In a recent 

study in Bangladesh also identified that oral contraceptive pills, pregnancy, connective 

tissue disease with facilities, hematological variables, drug abuse, congenital heart 

disease, family history of stroke, and some genetic diseases also discrete risk factor.15  

 

Usually, stroke patients are started their rehabilitation treatment within 1-6 months. Early 

treatment is necessary for patients with stroke. Some studies report that stroke recovery 

occurs faster in the early months.39  

 

In this study, 26.7% subject’s shows the normal muscle tone and rest of the subjects have 

been experienced with abnormal muscle tone likely 25.8% flaccid tone, 30% spastic tone 

and 27% mixed tone present. Patient who is an early stage after the onset of stroke 

suffered with impaired sensation later on it’s showing into the normal sensation. In this 

study, we found 23 subjects had impaired  and 97 subjects had normal sensation. Hand 

function problem seemed to be impossible to perform 43.3% people with stroke, 25% 
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need much assistance, 14.2% need little or minimal assistance and 3.3% people can 

perform normal hand function.  

 

The findings of association between Socio demographic and clinical factors with 

occupational performance and well being were not significant for age, sex, marital status, 

family monthly income, family type, stroke type, affected side, length of stroke, duration 

of receiving Occupational Therapy and duration of taking rehabilitation which is 

(p>0.05). But in case of OSA-Myself and Marital status, OSA-My environment and 

Family monthly income, OSA-My environment and taking rehabilitation found to be a 

significant relation between two groups (p<0.05). 

 

According to the analysis of the study, most participants in the total sample were 

mentioned “I do this well” of the occupational performance- competence that the total 

calculating score was 7043 which indicates participants can perform the function just 

well. Moreover, the importance of their occupational performance was “This is more 

important to me” that the total calculating score was 10,056 which under the (6961-

10,440) range. In case of Well being, the overall satisfaction of participants was 

“average”  that neither unsatisfied or completely satisfied. 

 

Stroke patients are most well performed “Getting along with others” in occupational 

performance. That means after experiencing stroke, they haven’t any problem to cope 

with and develop a relationship with others. They are able to engage, relate, respect and 

collaborate with others. Stroke patients also performed well “Relaxing and enjoying 

myself” item on occupational performance. Which means stroke patients didn’t face any 

problem to enjoy their interest, relaxation, time to unwind with others and alone.  

 

But the poor performed by them are the item “Physically doing what I need to do” of 

occupational performance. That means, they have a poor motor skills for moving of self 

and objects to execute daily life tasks. Another lowest performance among 21 items of 

OSA scale is “Managing my basic needs”. This implies that the stroke patients found it 
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difficult to manage their food and medicine. They have difficulty with seating a proper 

diet, taking necessary medicine, otherwise attending to health and well-being. 

 

In case of importance on myself items the stroke patients identified “taking care of 

myself” as the most important factor. They get more priority in doing one’s personal care 

and health maintenance, such as personal hygiene, dressing and grooming. The patient 

also found “Taking care of others for whom I am responsible” as the most important 

factor. They also want to take care of their family, such as children or elderly relatives. 

 

The most least important factors are “Working towards my goal” and “Relaxing and 

enjoying myself” which was identified by the patients. They didn’t like to give attention 

in sustaining an effort towards something that they wants and plans to accomplish and 

having relax and enjoying own interest is not very important for them.  

 

Among the “My Environment” items for occupational performances, “People who 

support and encourage me” and “People who spend time and shared interest to me” were 

scored higher, which suggested that the stroke patients need support from individual or 

group who guide, comfort, urge, reassure, inspire for occupational participation and also 

spend time and shared interests with them. This support can be provided by family, 

friends, co-workers, religious group and health care professionals. 

 

In case of importance on my environment items, the stroke patients identified “A place to 

live and take care of myself” as the most important factor. It is important that having a 

physical space that the client considers to be home. The patient also found “People who 

support and encourage me” as the most important factor.  

 

The most least important factors are “Opportunities to do things I value and like” and 

“The things I need to be productive” which was identified by the patients. That means 

patients are less interested to attend any occasion such as meetings, concerts, sports 

event, informal gatherings, etc... They didn’t like to give attention in sustaining an effort 
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towards something that they wants and plans to accomplish and having relax and 

enjoying own interest is not very important for them.  

 

Stroke people needed help from family and other people and were relatively well 

supported. This support, however, could deteriorate depending on their ability to perform 

activities of daily living after stroke and is an important factor that may prevent the 

resumption of work and return to pre-stroke life.15 

 

The PWI-A showed that the person are most satisfied in their “Spirituality and Religion”. 

Then, secondly they are most satisfied on their “Personal relationships”. On the other 

hand, person are least satisfied on their “Personal Health” and second least satisfaction of 

their “standard of living”.  

 

Spearman correlation analysis shows that, the strength of association between the 

variables Myself and Wellbeing is positive (r=0.340), that the correlation coefficient is 

very significantly different from zero (P<0.001) also, we can say that 11% (0.340)2 of the 

variation in wellbeing is explained by myself items of OSA.  

 

On the relationship table 6, the strength of association between the variables My 

environment and Well-being is positive (r=0.303), that the correlation coefficient is very 

significantly different from zero (P<0.005) also, we can say that 9% (0.303)2 of the 

variation in wellbeing is explained by my environment items of OSA. 

So the relationship between occupational performance and well being is a significant 

linear positive correlation. (p<0.05) 
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5.2 Limitation 

 

There were some limitations and barriers during conducting the study. The study was 

done within a short period of time in a selected rehabilitation centre like CRP. According 

to the sampling calculation procedure this study have to conduct up to 384 of participants 

but due to time limitation, investigator only conducted 120 participants who were 

selected in the study. 

 

It was a small number of participants to conduct a survey to find out the relationship 

between occupational performance and well-being. The sample was selected as a 

purposive way rather than randomly. The investigator did not get any financial support to 

conduct the study so it was not possible to move and gather more participants from 

different hospitals around Bangladesh. The performance level ratio of male and female 

were not shown separately as the number of participants in this study. 

 

Although the data collection system was conducted with the client centered approach, 

client wish to have given performance level number was not to figure out appropriately in 

the research. Bangladeshi people don’t know to mention accurately express their feelings 

and performance level. When local people of the stroke survivor are being older, they 

depend on their care giver for their daily performance. Consequently, their performance 

has been poor, but they showed satisfaction very highly. 
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5.3 Conclusion 

 

Stroke is considered a personal disaster, which hits the patient suddenly and leaves him 

or her with distressing and disabling sequelae. In this study, occupational performance 

and well-being were measured in the patients with stroke through client-centered, Self-

assessment and self-report questionnaires. This study demonstrates a significant positive 

linear correlation between occupational performance and well-being was indicated based 

on analysis of the questionnaires. 

 

The current research reflects, person who are ranges of age 50-69 years have a tendency 

to be most vulnerable risk for stroke. The most vulnerable risk factors for stroke are 

firstly hypertension and secondly diabetes. The most common problem after stroke that 

creates a person can’t any longer participate in activities like communicating with others, 

time passing and relaxing doesn’t bother too much. They reported that taking care of self, 

others, family is very important to them to lead a successful life. After stroke most people 

seem to be happy with their religion and their personal relationship. But they seem to be 

very unsatisfied with their health condition.  

 

There are many studies showing satisfaction, well-being and quality of life of patients 

with stroke. But there were no studies about relationships of occupational performance 

and well being of stroke survival in Bangladesh. This study is not only representing the 

relationship status of Occupational performance and well being for stroke survival, but 

also it will helpful for the guideline (in the Bangla version questionnaire form of OSA 

and PWI-A) for any other health professional or same health professionals who will 

conduct in the future. 
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5.4 Recommendation 

 

The aim of this study was to find out the level of occupational performance and well-

being of the individual with stroke and investigate the relationship between occupational 

performance and well-being and the result which found from the study has fulfilled the 

aim of this research. The investigator has drawn some recommendation for the further 

based on the findings of this study and the following recommendations are-  

 

1. More samples should collect from different hospital, clinic, institute and 

organization in different district of Bangladesh to generalize the result more valid 

and reliable.  

2. Exploring the quality of life on the basis of age and gender differentiated for the 

patients with stroke. 

3. Exploring the occupational performance level on the basis of age and gender 

differentiated for the patients with stroke. 

4. Impact of early intervention of occupational performance after stroke. 

5. Demographic factors associated with occupational performance and quality of life 

of the patients with stroke. 

6. Effectiveness of occupational performance and satisfaction of the stroke survivor 

with cognitive difficulties or Aphasia. 

7. Effectiveness of occupational performance and satisfaction after early treatment 

and rehabilitation of Stroke Survivor. 
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Appendix-C 

Participant’s Information Sheet & Consent Form 

Part 1: Information Sheet 

 

Assalamualaikum, 

I am Payel Paul, a student of the Bangladesh Health Professions Institute (BHPI) is the 

academic institute of the Centre for the Rehabilitation of the Paralysed (CRP), Savar, 

Dhaka. I am studying B.Sc. In Occupational Therapy, (4 year course) under the 

Occupational Therapy Department of BHPI. In regards to the fulfillment of B.Sc. Degree, 

conduct a research in 4th year of study. I would like to invite you to take part in my 

research study and the title is “The relationship between Occupational Performance and 

Well-Being of stroke survival in Bangladesh” The aim of the study is to identify the level 

of Occupational Performance and Well-Being of stroke survival and investigate the 

relationship between Occupational Performance and Well-Being. 

 

 Your answer will be recorded in this questionnaire named “Occupational Self-

Assessment’’ and “Personal Well-Being Index-Adult” which will take approximately 20-

25 minutes and will be kept highly confidential and private. This will not hamper access 

to services and will not affect the treatment of you. There is no incentive for participation 

in the study. May be there is no direct benefit for you at present.  

 

It is up to you whether or not you want to participate in this study. If you do not wish to 

take part then there is an opportunity to withdraw your participation at any time. 

Confidentiality of all records will be highly maintained and all details will be kept in a 

confidential database that is only accessible to me and my supervisor. The identity of you 

not to be disclosed in, any presentation or publication without your agreement. If you 

have any queries regarding this study, please feel free to ask. I am accountable to answer 

all questions regarding this study.  
 

Payel Paul  

B.Sc. In Occupational Therapy  

4th Year, Session: 2012-2013  

Occupational Therapy Department  

Bangladesh Health Professions Institute (BHPI)  

CRP-Chapain, Savar, Dhaka-1343 

Participant’s signature: 

     

Date: 

Investigator’s signature: 

 

Date: 
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Part 2: Consent Form 

 
A) For the participants  

 

Please read the following statements and put right marks on yes or no. Following 

information will state your opinion about participation in the study. 

 

1. Have you read the information sheet? -----------------------------------------Yes / No  

2. Have you had an opportunity to discuss this study and ask any question?-Yes/ No  

3. Have the researcher explain the study to you? --------------------------------Yes / No  

4. Do you understand that you are free to withdraw from the study at any time, without 

having to give a reason? ------------------------------------------------Yes / No  

5. Information from interview and question, those will be collected by the investigator 

might be examined by other research supervisor. However, all personal details will be 

treated as highly confidential. Do you give your permission for the research supervisor to 

have access to your records? -------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------Yes / No  

 

6. Do you have sufficient time to come to your decision about participation-----------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------Yes / No  

7. Do you agree to take part in this study? ---------------------------------------Yes / No  

 

 

Participant’s signature ___________________________Date__________________ 

 

 

B) Investigator  

 

I have explained the study to the above participant precisely and he/she has indicated  

his/her willingness to take part in the study.  

 

Investigator’s signature __________________________Date _________________ 
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Appendix-D 

অংশগ্রহণকারীর তথ্য ও সম্মততপত্র  

পর্ব ১:  তথ্য তর্র্রণী 

আসসালামুআলাইকুম 

 

আমম পায়েল পাল, বাাংলায়েশ হেল থ প্রয়েশন্স ইনমিটিউট(মবএইচমপআই)এর ছাত্রী যা পক্ষাঘাত গ্রস্থয়ের 

পুনববাসন হেন্দ্র (মস.আর.মপ) এর এেটি মশক্ষা প্রমতষ্ঠান। আমম মব.এস.মস ইন অকুয়পশনাল হথরামপ 

মবভায়ের ৪থব বয়ষব অধ্যােণরত আমছ। এই হোয়সবর অাংশ মেসায়ব চূড়ান্ত বয়ষব এেটি েয়বষণােমব সম্পন্ন 

েরব। আমম আপনায়ে েয়বষণাে অাংশগ্রেয়নর জনয আমন্ত্রন জানামি। েয়বষণার মবষে েয়ছ 

“বাাংলায়েয়শর হপ্রক্ষাপয়ট হরাে হরােীর হপশােত েমবক্ষমতা এবাং সসু্থতা ময়ধ্য পারস্পমরে সম্পেব ।” এই 
েয়বষণার লক্ষয েয়ি হরাে হরােীর েমবক্ষমতা ও সুস্থতা সম্পয়েব  জানা এবাং এয়ের ময়ধ্য সম্পেব  হবর 

েরা। 
 
অকুয়পশনাল/হপশােত মনজ মূলযােন এবাং সামমগ্রে জীবয়নর সন্তুমি নামে েইুটি হেল মেয়ে আপনার 

উত্তর হনওো েয়ব হযটা ২০-২৫ মমমনট সমে মনয়ব। আপনার উত্তর সমূ্পণব হোপন ও বযামিেতভায়ব 

রাখা েয়ব। ইো আপনার মচমেৎসা হসবাে হোনরূপ বযাঘাত ঘটায়ব না। েয়বষণাে অাংশগ্রেয়ণর জনয 
হোন উপোয়রর বযবস্থা হনই। আপমন এই েয়বষণা হথয়ে সরাসমর উপেৃত নাও েয়ত পায়রন।  

এই েয়বষণাে অাংশগ্রেন সমূ্পণব আপনার ইিােৃত। আপমন হযয়োয়না সমে আপনার অাংশগ্রেন 

প্রতযাোর েরয়ত পারয়বন। আপনার োছ হথয়ে প্রাপ্ত তথয হোপনীেতার সায়থ রাখা েয়ব। শুধ্ুমাত্র 

েয়বষে এবাং তার তত্ত্বাবধ্ােে তথযগুয়লা বযবোর েরয়ত পারয়বন। আপনার পমরচে েয়বষণার 

হোথাও প্রোশ েরা েয়ব না। েয়বষণা সাংক্রান্ত আপনার যমে হোনরূপ প্রশ্ন থায়ে তােয়ল আমায়ে 

মিধ্ােীনভায়ব মজজ্ঞাসা েরয়ত পায়রন। েয়বষণা মবষেে সেল প্রয়শ্নর উত্তর হেবার জনয আমম সয়চি 

থােয়বা। 

পায়েল পাল 

মব.এস.মস ইন অকুয়পশনাল হথরামপ 

৪থব বষব, হসশনঃ ২০১২-২০১৩ 

অকুয়পশনাল হথরামপ মবভাে 

বাাংলায়েশ হেল থ প্রয়েশন্স ইনমিটিউট(মবএইচমপআই) 

মস.আর.মপ-চাপাইন,সাভার,ঢাো-১৩৪৩ 
অাংশগ্রেণোরীর স্বাক্ষর/টিপসইঃ  
 

তামরখঃ  

েয়বষয়ের স্বাক্ষরঃ  
 

তামরখঃ  
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পর্ব ২: সম্মততপত্র 

 

ে) অাংশগ্রেণোরীর জনয  

মনয়চর তথযগুয়লা পয়ড় েযাাঁ অথবা না এর উপয়র টিে মচহ্ন মেন। মনম্নমলমখত তথযগুয়লা েয়বষণাে 

আপনার অাংশগ্রেয়ণর মতামত প্রোশ েরয়ব।  

১। আপমন মে তথয পত্রটি পয়ড়য়ছন?..................................................................... েযাাঁ / না  

২। আপনার মে এই েয়বষণা মনয়ে আয়লাচনা বা প্রশ্ন েরার সুয়যাে আয়ছ?...........................েযাাঁ / না 

৩। েয়বষে মে আপনার োয়ছ েয়বষণাটি বযাখযা েয়রয়ছন?..........................................েযাাঁ / না 

৪। আপমন েয়বষণা হথয়ে হয হোন সমে অাংশগ্রেণ প্রতযাোর েরয়ত পায়রন এবাং এজনয োয়রার োয়ছ 

জবাবমেমে েরয়ত েয়ব না। এই সম্পয়েব  আপমন মে বুঝয়ত হপয়রয়ছন?.......................................েযাাঁ / না 

৫। প্রশ্নমালা এবাং সাক্ষাৎোর হথয়ে সাংেৃেীত তথয েয়বষণাোরী তত্ত্বাবধ্ােে িারা মনরীক্ষণ েরা েয়ব। 

সমস্ত বযামিেত তথয অতযমধ্ে হোপনীে থােয়ব। আপমন মে েয়বষণাোরী তত্ত্বাবধ্ােেয়ে আপনার 

তথয জানার অনুমমত প্রোন েয়রয়ছন?.............................................................................. েযাাঁ / না 

৬। আপমন মে অাংশগ্রেয়ণর বযাপায়র মসদ্ধান্ত হনোর জনয পযবাপ্ত সমে হপয়েয়ছন? .................... েযাাঁ / না 

৭। আপমন মে এই েয়বষণাে অাংশগ্রেয়ন সম্মত আয়ছন?...................................................েযাাঁ / না 

অাংশগ্রেণোরীর স্বাক্ষর__________________________ তামরখঃ_________________ 

 

খ) েয়বষে 

আমম েয়বষণা সম্পয়েব  উপয়রাি অাংশগ্রেণোরীর োয়ছ যথাযথভায়ব বযাখযা েয়রমছ এবাং মতমন এই 

েয়বষণাে হস্বিাে অাংশগ্রেয়নর সম্মমত প্রোশ েয়রয়ছন। 

েয়বষয়ের স্বাক্ষর________________________________তামরখ_____________  
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Appendix- EA 

Demographic Questionnaire 

(Title: The relationship between Occupational Performance and Well-being of 

stroke survival in Bangladesh.) 

Part I : Patient’s Identification 

(To be provided by patient or attendant) 

Identification number: Contact Number: 

Date of interview: Date of incidence of stroke: 

Participant’s Name: 

Address: 

Part II : Patient’s Socio-demographic Information 

(To be collected from record/patient/care provider) 

Sl no Questions Responses 

2.1 Age:  

……… years 

2.2 Sex: 1=Male 

2= Female 

2.3 Marital Status: 1= Married 

2=Unmarried 

3=Divorced 

4=Separated 

5=Widow 

2.4 Religion: 

 

1= Islam 

2= Hinduism 

3= Christianity 

4= Buddhist 

2.5 Educational Status: 1= Illiterate 

2= Primary 

3= S.S.C 

4= H.S.C 

5= Graduate 

6= Masters and above 

7=Others (Specify) 

2.6 Occupations:  
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2.6 Average   monthly   family 

income: 

 

…………….. Taka 

2.8 Earning Member: 1=Himself 

2=Others (Specify)……….. 

2.9 Residential Area: 1=Rural 

2=Urban 

3.0 Family Type: 1=Nuclear family 

2=Extended family 

Part-III: Occupational Therapy related Information 

(To be collected from patient/ Care provider/Clinical examination) 

3.1 Types of Stroke 1= Hemorrhagic 

2= Ischemic 

3.2 Affected side: 1=Right 

2=Left 

3.3 Past Medical History: 1= Smoking 

2= Tobacco chewing 

3= Alcohol consumption 

4= Hypertension  

5= Heart disease 

6= Diabetics 

7=Stressful lifestyle 

8=Others (Specify)…… 

3.4 Length of incident of stroke  

( specify) ……….month/year 

3.5 History of previous stroke 1=Yes 

2=No 

3.6 How long you have received 
Occupational Therapy 
treatment?  

 

DD           /  MM /  YY 

 

3.7 Rehabilitation (months) 1=1-6  (months)  

2=7-12 (months) 

3=13-18 (months) 

4=19-24 (months) 

5=Above 24 

3.8 Presence of Synergy: 1=Not present 

2=Flexor synergy 

3=Extensor Synergy 

3.9 Hand Function: 1=Impossible 

2=With much assistance 

3=With little assistance 

4=With Minimul difficulties 

5=Normal 
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3.10 Muscle Tone: 1=Normal 

2=Flaccid 

3=Spastic 

4=Mixed 

3.11 Sensation: (Touch) 1=Absent 

2=Impaired 

3=Normal 
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Appendix- EB 

Occupational Self-Assessment—“Myself” 

 

Step 1: Below are statements about things you do in everyday life. For 

each statement, circle how well you do it. If an item does not apply to 

you, cross it out and move on to the next item. 

 

Step 2: Next, for each statement, circle how 

important this is to you. 

Step 3: Choose up to 4 

things about yourself that 

you would like to change 

(You can also write  

comments in this space) 

 I have a 

lot of 

problem 

doing 

this 

I have 

some 

difficulty 

doing 

this 

I do 

this 

well 

I do this 

extremely 

well 

This is not 

so 

important 

to me 

This is 

important 

to me 

This is 

more 

important 

to me 

This is most 

important to 

me 

 

 

I would like to change 

Concentrating on my 

tasks 

lot of 

problem 

some  

difficulty 

Well extremely 

well 

not so  

important 

Important more 

important 

most 

important 

 

Physically doing what I 

need to do 

lot of 

problem 

some  

difficulty 

Well extremely 

well 

not so  

important 

Important more 

important 

most 

important 

 

Taking care of the place 

where I live 

lot of 

problem 

some  

difficulty 

Well extremely 

well 

not so  

important 

Important more 

important 

most 

important 

 

Taking care of myself lot of 

problem 

some  

difficulty 

Well extremely 

well 

not so  

important 

Important more 

important 

most 

important 

 

Taking care of others for 

whom I am responsible 

lot of 

problem 

some  

difficulty 

Well extremely 

well 

not so  

important 

Important more 

important 

most 

important 

 

Getting where I need  to 

go 

lot of 

problem 

some  

difficulty 

Well extremely 

well 

not so  

important 

Important more 

important 

most 

important 

 

Managing my finances lot of 

problem 

some  

difficulty 

Well extremely 

well 

not so  

important 

Important more 

important 

most 

important 

 

Managing my basic 

needs (food, medicine) 

lot of 

problem 

some  

difficulty 

Well extremely 

well 

not so  

important 

Important more 

important 

most 

important 

 

Expressing myself to lot of some  Well extremely not so  Important more most  
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others problem difficulty well important important important 

Getting along with  

others 

lot of 

problem 

some  

difficulty 

Well extremely 

well 

not so  

important 

Important more 

important 

most 

important 

 

Identifying and solving 

problems 

lot of 

problem 

some  

difficulty 

Well extremely 

well 

not so  

important 

Important more 

important 

most 

important 

 

Relaxing and enjoying 

myself 

lot of 

problem 

some  

difficulty 

Well extremely 

well 

not so  

important 

Important more 

important 

most 

important 

 

Getting done what I need 

to do 

lot of 

problem 

some  

difficulty 

Well extremely 

well 

not so  

important 

Important more 

important 

most 

important 

 

Having a satisfying  

routine 

lot of 

problem 

some  

difficulty 

Well extremely 

well 

not so  

important 

Important more 

important 

most 

important 

 

Handling my  

responsibilities 

lot of 

problem 

some  

difficulty 

Well extremely 

well 

not so  

important 

Important more 

important 

most 

important 

 

Being involved as a 

student, worker, 

volunteer, and/or family 

member 

lot of 

problem 

some  

difficulty 

Well extremely 

well 

not so  

important 

Important more 

important 

most 

important 

 

Doing activities I like lot of 

problem 

some  

difficulty 

Well extremely 

well 

not so  

important 

Important more 

important 

most 

important 

 

Working towards my 

goals 

lot of 

problem 

some  

difficulty 

Well extremely 

well 

not so  

important 

Important more 

important 

most 

important 

 

Making decisions based 

on what I think is  

important 

lot of 

problem 

some  

difficulty 

Well extremely 

well 

not so  

important 

Important more 

important 

most 

important 

 

Accomplishing what I 

set out to do 

lot of 

problem 

some  

difficulty 

Well extremely 

well 

not so  

important 

Important more 

important 

most 

important 

 

Effectively using my  

abilities 

lot of 

problem 

some  

difficulty 

Well extremely 

well 

not so  

important 

Important more 

important 

most 

important 
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Appendix- EC 

Occupational Self-Assessment—“My Environment” 

 

 

Step 1: Below are statements about things about your environment (where you 

live, work, go to school, etc.) For each statement, circle how this is for you. If an 

item does not apply to you, cross it out and move on to the next item. 

 

 

Step 2: Next, for each statement, circle how 

important this aspect of your environment is to 

you. 

Step 3: Choose up 

to 2 things about 

your  environment 

that you would like 

to change 

(You can also write  

comments in this 

space) 

 

 There is a 

lot of 

problem 

There is 

some 

problem 

This is 

good 

This is 

extremely 

good 

This is not 

so 

important 

to me 

This is 

important 

to me 

This is 

more 

important 

to me 

This is 

most 

important 

to me 

I would like to 

change 

A place to live and take care 

of myself (e.g.: House, 

apartment or room) 

lot of 

problem 

some  

problem 

Good extremely 

good 

not so  

important 

important more 

important 

most 

important 

 

A place where I can be 

productive (work, study, 

volunteer) 

lot of 

problem 

some  

problem 

Good extremely 

good 

not so  

important 

important more 

important 

most 

important 

 

The basic things I need to live 

and take care of myself (e.g.: 

income, food, shelter, medical 

care, assistive equipment) 

lot of 

problem 

some  

problem 

Good extremely 

good 

not so  

important 

important more 

important 

most 

important 

 

The things I need to be 

productive 

lot of 

problem 

some  

problem 

Good extremely 

good 

not so  

important 

important more 

important 

most 

important 

 

People who support and 

encourage me (e.g.: family, 

friends, co-workers, religious 

group, health care 

professional) 

lot of 

problem 

some  

problem 

Good extremely 

good 

not so  

important 

important more 

important 

most 

important 
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People who spend time and 

share interest with me (e.g.: 

friends, family members or 

others) 

lot of 

problem 

some  

problem 

Good extremely 

good 

not so  

important 

important more 

important 

most 

important 

 

Opportunities to do things I 

value and like (e.g.: dances, 

meetings, concerts, sports 

event) 

lot of 

problem 

some  

problem 

Good extremely 

good 

not so  

important 

important more 

important 

most 

important 

 

Places where I can go and 

enjoy myself (e.g.: Parks, 

lakes, gyms and theatres) 

lot of 

problem 

some  

problem 

Good extremely 

good 

not so  

important 

important more 

important 

most 

important 
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Appendix- ED 

Personal Well-Being Index-Adult 

The following questions ask how satisfied you feel, on a scale from zero to 10.  Zero means you 

feel no satisfaction at all and 10 means you feel completely satisfied. 

1. “How satisfied are you with your standard of living?” 

 

 

2. “How satisfied are you with your health?” 

 

 

3. “How satisfied are you with what you are achieving in life?” 

 

 

No satisfaction                                                                                          Completely 

at all                                                                                                            Satisfied 

 0           1         2            3         4           5         6         7         8         9        10 

 

 

No satisfaction                                                                                          Completely 

at all                                                                                                            Satisfied 

 0           1         2            3         4           5         6         7         8         9        10 

 

 

No satisfaction                                                                                          Completely 

at all                                                                                                            Satisfied 

 0           1         2            3         4           5         6         7         8         9        10 
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4. “How satisfied are you with your personal relationships?” 

 

5. “How satisfied are you with how safe you feel?” 

 

 

6. “How satisfied are you with feeling part of your community?” 

 

7. “How satisfied are you with your future security?” 

No satisfaction                                                                                          Completely 

at all                                                                                                            Satisfied 

 0           1         2            3         4           5         6         7         8         9        10 

 

 

No satisfaction                                                                                          Completely 

at all                                                                                                            Satisfied 

 0           1         2            3         4           5         6         7         8         9        10 

 

 

No satisfaction                                                                                          Completely 

at all                                                                                                            Satisfied 

 0           1         2            3         4           5         6         7         8         9        10 

 

 

No satisfaction                                                                                          Completely 

at all                                                                                                            Satisfied 

 0           1         2            3         4           5         6         7         8         9        10 
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8. “How satisfied are you with your spirituality or religion? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No satisfaction                                                                                          Completely 

at all                                                                                                            Satisfied 

 0           1         2            3         4           5         6         7         8         9        10 
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Appendix- FA 

জনসংখ্যা তর্ষয়ক প্রশ্নপত্র 

(তর্ষয়ঃ র্াংলাদেদশর প্রপ্রক্ষাপদে প্ররাক প্ররাগীর প্রপশাগত কর্বক্ষর্তা ও র্ঙ্গদলর র্দযয পারস্পতরক 

সম্পকব )  

পর্ব ১ প্ররাগী সনাক্তকারী  
(সাক্ষাতোরটি হরােী বা পমরচারয়ের োয়ছ হথয়ে হনওো েয়ব) 

পমরমচমত নম্বরঃ হযাোয়যাে নম্বরঃ 

সাক্ষায়তর তামরখঃ  হরায়ে আক্রান্ত েওোর তামরখঃ 

অাংশগ্রেণোরীর নামঃ  

ঠিোনাঃ  

পর্ব ২ প্ররাগীর আথ্ব-সার্াতজক তথ্য  
(হরের্ব /হরােী/যত্ন প্রোনোরী হথয়ে তথয সাংগ্রে েরয়ত েয়ব)  

মসমরোল 

নম্বরঃ  
প্রশ্নসমূে উত্তর 

২.১ বেসঃ   

……… বছর  

২.২ মলঙ্গঃ  ১=পুরুষ 

2= মমেলা  
২.৩ বববামেে অবস্থাঃ  ১=মববামেত 

২=অমববামেত 

৩=মববােমবয়ছে 

৪=আলাো 
৫=মবধ্বা  

 ২.৪ ধ্মবঃ  
 

১=ইসলাম 

২=মেন্দু 
৩=মিিান  

৪=হবৌদ্ধ  
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২.৫ মশক্ষােত হযােযতাঃ  ১=অমশমক্ষত  

২=প্রাথমমে 

৩=এস এস মস 

৪=এইচ এস মস 

৫=স্নাতে 

৬=স্নাতয়োত্তর এবাং এর হবমশ 

৭=অনযানয 
 

২.৬ হপশাঃ   

২.৭ পমরবায়রর মামসে আেঃ   

…………….. টাো 
২.৮ উপাজব নক্ষম সেসযঃ  ১=মনয়জ 

২=অনযানযরা (উয়েখ েরুন).........  

 

২.৯ আবাসস্থল/আবামসে এলাো  ১=গ্রাম 

২=শের 

 

৩.০ পমরবায়রর ধ্রনঃ  ১=এেে পমরবার 

২=হযৌথ পমরবার 

 

 

পর্ব ৩ অকুদপশনাল প্রথ্রাতপ সম্পতকব ত তথ্য 
(হরােী / যত্ন প্রোনোরী / মিমনেযাল পরীক্ষাে মাধ্যয়ম তথয সাংগ্রে েরয়ত েয়ব)  

৩.১ আপমন হোন ধ্রয়নর হরায়ে 

আক্রান্ত? 

১=হেয়মায়রমজে 

২=ইসয়েমমে 

৩.২ আপনার শরীয়রর হোন পাশ আক্রান্ত 

েয়েয়ছ?  

১=র্ান  

২=বাম 

৩.৩ হরায়ের পূবব-মববরণী  ১=ধ্ূমপান  

২=তামাে মচবায়না  
৩=মেযপান 

৪=উচ্চ রিচাপ 

৫=হৃেয়রাে  

৬=র্াোয়বটিে 

৭=অশান্ড় জীবনধ্ারা 
৮=অনযানয (উয়েখ েরুন) .........  

 

৩.৪ হরায়ে আক্রান্ত েওোর তামরখঃ (উয়েখ েরুন)............মাস/বছর  
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৩.৫ আয়ে েখয়না হরায়ে আক্রান্ত 

েয়েমছয়লন?  

১=েযাাঁ 
২=না 
 

৩.৬ আপমন েতমেন ধ্য়র অকুয়পশনাল 

হথরামপ মচমেৎসা মনয়িন? 

মেন...... /......মাস/......বছর 

 

৩.৭  েত মাস ধ্য়র আপমন পুনববাসন হসবা 
মনয়িন?  

১=১-৬(মাস) 

২=৭-১২(মাস) 

৩=১৩-১৮(মাস) 

৪=১৯-২৪(মাস) 

৫=২৪ এর উপয়র 

৩.৮ মসনারমজ উপমস্থমতঃ  ১=উপমস্থত হনই 

২=হেক্সর মসনারমজ 

৩=এক্সয়টনসর মসনারমজ 

 

৩.৯ আপমন োয়তর োজগুয়লা েতটুকু 

েরয়ত পায়রন?   

১=অসম্ভব 

২=অয়নে সেয়যামেতা লায়ে 

৩=অল্প সেয়যামেতা লায়ে  

৪=অল্প অসুমবধ্া েে  

৫=স্বাভামবেভায়ব েরয়ত পামর   

৩.১০ মাাংসয়পশীর টানঃ  ১=স্বাভামবে  

২=তুলতুয়ল/ঢলঢয়ল  

৩=মাাংসয়পশীর অননমিে 

আয়ক্ষপজমনত/শি ভাব 

৪=মমমিত  

 

৩.১১ সাংয়বেনশীলতা(স্পশব):   ১=অনুপমস্থত 

২=অবনমত/মবেলতা  
৩=স্বাভামবে 
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Appendix- FB 

অকুদপশনাল/ প্রপশাগত স্ব-রূ্লযায়ন (আতর্ তনদজ) 

ধ্াপ ১ বেনমন্দন জীবয়ন আপমন যা মেছু েয়রন তা সম্পয়েব  মেছু মববমৃত মনয়চ হেওো েল। 

প্রমতটি মববমৃত আপমন েতটা ভালভায়ব েরয়ত পায়রন হস অনযুােী হোলাোর মচহ্ন মেন।যমে 

হোন মববমৃত আপনার জনয প্রয়যাজয না েে তােয়ল ক্রস মেন এবাং পরবতী অনয়ুছয়ে চয়ল 

যান। 

ধ্াপ ২ পরবতীয়ত প্রমতটি মববমৃত আপনার োয়ছ 

েতটুকু গুরুত্বপূণব 
হস অনযুােী হোলাোর মচহ্ন মেন। 

ধ্াপ ৩: মনয়জর 

সম্পয়েব  ৪ টি মজমনস 

পছন্দ েরুন যা 
আপমন পমরবতব ন 

েরয়ত চান। (আপমন 

মন্তবযও মলখয়ত 

পায়রন) 

 এইটি 

েরয়ত 

আমার 

অয়নে 

সমসযা 
েে 

এইটি 

েরয়ত 

আমার 

মেছু 

সমসযা 
েে 

এইটি 

আমম 

ভালভায়ব 

েরয়ত 

পামর 

এইটি 

আমম 

অয়নে 

ভালভায়ব 

েরয়ত 

পামর 

এইটি 

আমার 

োয়ছ 

হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
নে 

এইটি  

আমার 

োয়ছ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 

এইটি  

আমার 

োয়ছ 

অয়নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব 

এইটি  

আমার 

োয়ছ 

অয়নে 

হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 

আমম পমরবতব ন েরয়ত 

চাই 

১। োয়জর প্রমত আমার ময়নায়যাে অয়নে 

সমসযা 
মেছু 

সমসযা 
ভাল খুব ভাল হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব অয়নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
অয়নে 

হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 

 

২। শামরমরেভায়ব আমার যা েরা েরোর 

তা েরা 
অয়নে 

সমসযা 
মেছু 

সমসযা 
ভাল খুব ভাল হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব অয়নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
অয়নে 

হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 

 

৩। আমম হযখায়ন থামে হস জােোর 

হেখাশুনা েরা 
অয়নে 

সমসযা 
মেছু 

সমসযা 
ভাল খুব ভাল হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব অয়নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
অয়নে 

হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 

 

৪। মনয়জর হেখাশুনা েরা অয়নে 

সমসযা 
মেছু 

সমসযা 
ভাল খুব ভাল হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব অয়নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
অয়নে 

হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 

 

৫। অনযয়ের হেখাশুনা েরা যায়ের অয়নে মেছু ভাল খুব ভাল হবমশ গুরুত্বপূণব অয়নে অয়নে  
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হেখাশুনা েরা আমার োমেত্ব সমসযা সমসযা গুরুত্বপূণব 
নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
৬। হযখায়ন যাওো েরোর হসখায়ন হযয়ত 

পারা 
অয়নে 

সমসযা 
মেছু 

সমসযা 
ভাল খুব ভাল হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব অয়নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
অয়নে 

হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 

 

৭। আমার অথব-বযবস্থাপনা অয়নে 

সমসযা 
মেছু 

সমসযা 
ভাল খুব ভাল হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব অয়নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
অয়নে 

হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 

 

৮। আমার হমৌমলে চামেো বযবস্থাপনা 
(খােয, ঔষধ্) 

অয়নে 

সমসযা 
মেছু 

সমসযা 
ভাল খুব ভাল হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব অয়নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
অয়নে 

হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 

 

৯। অনযয়ের োয়ছ মনয়জয়ে প্রোশ অয়নে 

সমসযা 
মেছু 

সমসযা 
ভাল খুব ভাল হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব অয়নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
অয়নে 

হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 

 

১০। অনযয়ের সায়থ চলয়ত পারা অয়নে 

সমসযা 
মেছু 

সমসযা 
ভাল খুব ভাল হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব অয়নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
অয়নে 

হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 

 

১১। সমসযা মনধ্বারণ এবাং সমাধ্ান েরা অয়নে 

সমসযা 
মেছু 

সমসযা 
ভাল খুব ভাল হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব অয়নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
অয়নে 

হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 

 

১২। আরাম এবাং মনয়জয়ে উপয়ভাে েরা অয়নে 

সমসযা 
মেছু 

সমসযা 
ভাল খুব ভাল হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব অয়নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
অয়নে 

হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 

 

১৩। যা েরা প্রয়োজন তা েরা অয়নে 

সমসযা 
মেছু 

সমসযা 
ভাল খুব ভাল হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব অয়নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
অয়নে 

হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 

 

১৪। সয়ন্তাষজনে রুটিন পালন েরা অয়নে 

সমসযা 
মেছু 

সমসযা 
ভাল খুব ভাল হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব অয়নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
অয়নে 

হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
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১৫। আমার মনয়জর োমেত্ব পালন েরা অয়নে 

সমসযা 
মেছু 

সমসযা 
ভাল খুব ভাল হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব অয়নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
অয়নে 

হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 

 

১৬। এেজন ছাত্র, েমী এবাং হস্বিায়সবে 

অথবা 
পমরবায়রর সেসয মেয়সয়ব জমড়ত থাো 

অয়নে 

সমসযা 
মেছু 

সমসযা 
ভাল খুব ভাল হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব অয়নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
অয়নে 

হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 

 

১৭। আমার পছন্দ অনযুােী োজ েরা অয়নে 

সমসযা 
মেছু 

সমসযা 
ভাল খুব ভাল হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব অয়নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
অয়নে 

হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 

 

১৮। আমার লয়ক্ষযর জনয োজ েরা অয়নে 

সমসযা 
মেছু 

সমসযা 
ভাল খুব ভাল হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব অয়নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
অয়নে 

হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 

 

১৯। আমার প্রয়োজনীেতা মভমত্তয়ত মসধ্ান্ত 

হনওো 
অয়নে 

সমসযা 
মেছু 

সমসযা 
ভাল খুব ভাল হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব অয়নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
অয়নে 

হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 

 

২০। সাজায়না োজ সম্পােন েরা অয়নে 

সমসযা 
মেছু 

সমসযা 
ভাল খুব ভাল হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব অয়নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
অয়নে 

হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 

 

২১। োযবেরীভায়ব আমার সামথবয প্রয়োে অয়নে 

সমসযা 
মেছু 

সমসযা 
ভাল খুব ভাল হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব অয়নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
অয়নে 

হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
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Appendix- FC 

অকুদপশনাল/প্রপশাগত স্বর্ূলযায়ন (আর্ার পতরদর্শ) 

ধ্াপ ১: আপনার পমরয়বশ সম্পয়েব  মেছু মববমৃত মনয়চ হেওো েল (য়যখায়ন আপমন 
থায়েন, োজ েয়রন, েুয়ল যান ইতযামে) প্রমতটি মববমৃত আপনার োয়ছ হেমন হস 
অনযুােী হোলাোর মচহ্ন মেন। যমে হোন মববমৃত আপনার জনয প্রয়যাজয না েে 

তােয়ল ক্রস মেন এবাং পরবতী অনয়ুছয়ে চয়ল যান। 

ধ্াপ ২: প্রমতটি মববমৃতয়ত আপনার পমরয়বশ 
আপনার োয়ছ েতটুকু গুরুত্বপূণব হস অনযুােী 

হোলাোর মচহ্ন মেন। 

ধ্াপ ৩: আপনার 
পমরয়বশ সম্পয়েব  ২ টি 
মজমনস পছন্দ েরুন যা 
আপমন পমরবতব ন েরয়ত 
চান। (আপমন মন্তবযও 

মলখয়ত পায়রন) 

 অয়নে 
সমসযা 
েে 

মেছু 
সমসযা 
েে 

এইটি 
ভাল 

এইটি 
খুব 
ভাল 

এইটি 
আমার 
োয়ছ 
হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
নে 

এইটি  
আমার 
োয়ছ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 

এইটি  
আমার 
োয়ছ 
অয়নে 
গুরুত্বপূণব 

এইটি  
আমার 
োয়ছ 
অয়নে 
হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 

আমম পমরবতব ন েরয়ত 
চাই 

১। বাসস্থান এবাং মনয়জর প্রমত যত্ন  
(হযমনঃ ঘর, বামড়, েক্ষ)  

অয়নে 
সমসযা 

মেছু 
সমসযা 

ভাল খুব 
ভাল 

হবমশ 
গুরুত্বপূণব 
নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব অয়নে 
গুরুত্বপূণব 

অয়নে 
হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 

 

২। আমম হযখায়ন োযবক্ষম েয়ত 
পামর (েমব, মশক্ষা, হস্বিায়সবী) 

অয়নে 
সমসযা 

মেছু 
সমসযা 

ভাল খুব 
ভাল 

হবমশ 
গুরুত্বপূণব 
নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব অয়নে 
গুরুত্বপূণব 

অয়নে 
হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 

 

৩। বসবায়সর জনয প্রয়োজনীে 
হমৌমলে মজমনসপত্র এবাং মনয়জর প্রমত 
যত্ন মনয়ত (য়যমনঃ আে, খােয, 
বাসস্থান, স্বাস্থযয়সবা, সেোরী 

উপেরন)  

অয়নে 
সমসযা 

 
মেছু 
সমসযা 

 
ভাল 

 
খুব 
ভাল 

হবমশ 
গুরুত্বপূণব 
নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব অয়নে 
গুরুত্বপূণব 

অয়নে 
হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 

 

৪। হোন মজমনয়স আমায়ে 
োযবক্ষম/েক্ষতাপূণব েয়ত  

অয়নে 
সমসযা 

মেছু 
সমসযা 

ভাল খুব 
ভাল 

হবমশ 
গুরুত্বপূণব 
নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব অয়নে 
গুরুত্বপূণব 

অয়নে 
হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
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৫। মানষু যারা আমায়ে সমথবন 
এবাং উৎসামেত েয়র (য়যমনঃ 

পমরবার, বনু্ধ, সেেমী, ধ্মীে েল, 
স্বাস্থযয়সবােমী)  

অয়নে 
সমসযা 

মেছু 
সমসযা 

ভাল 
 

 
খুব 
ভাল 

হবমশ 
গুরুত্বপূণব 
নে 

গুরুত্বপূণব অয়নে 
গুরুত্বপূণব 

অয়নে 
হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 

 

৬। যারা আমার সায়থ সমে 
অমতবামেত এবাং এেইসায়থ আগ্রে 

প্রোশ েয়র (য়যমনঃ বনু্ধ, 
পমরবায়রর সেসয বা অননযরা)   

 
অয়নে 
সমসযা 

 
মেছু 
সমসযা 

 
ভাল 

 
খুব 
ভাল 

হবমশ 
গুরুত্বপূণব 
নে 

 
গুরুত্বপূণব 

 
অয়নে 
গুরুত্বপূণব 

অয়নে 
হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 

 

৭। এমন মেছু েরার সুয়যাে যা 
আমম মলূযােন এবাং পছন্দ েমর 
(য়যমনঃ নাচ, সভা, সঙ্গীতানষু্ঠান, 

হখলাধ্ুলা)  

অয়নে 
সমসযা 

মেছু 
সমসযা 

 
ভাল 

খুব 
ভাল 

হবমশ 
গুরুত্বপূণব 
নে 

 
গুরুত্বপূণব 

অয়নে 
গুরুত্বপূণব 

অয়নে 
হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 

 

৮। আমম হযসব জােোে হযয়ত 
পামর এবাং মনয়জয়ে উপয়ভাে েরয়ত 

পামর। 
(য়যমনঃ পােব , হলে, মথয়েটার, 
শারীমরেমক্রোঙ্গন ইতযামে) 

 
অয়নে 
সমসযা 

 
মেছু 
সমসযা 

 
ভাল 

 
খুব 
ভাল 

হবমশ 
গুরুত্বপূণব 
নে 

 
গুরুত্বপূণব 

 
অয়নে 
গুরুত্বপূণব 

অয়নে 
হবমশ 

গুরুত্বপূণব 
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Appendix- FD 

র্যতক্তগত জীর্দনর সন্তুতি- প্রাপ্তর্য়স্ক 

মনম্নমলমখত প্রশ্নগুয়লা িারা আপমন েতটুকু সন্তুি তা এেটি হেয়লর ০-১০ মাত্রার মাধ্যয়ম জানায়বন। (০) মায়ন আপমন 

এেেমই সন্তুি না, (১০) মায়ন আপমন পুয়রাপুমর সন্তুি। 

১। আপমন আপনার জীবনযাত্রার মান মনয়ে েতটুকু সন্তুি? 

 

 

 

 

২।আপমন আপনার স্বাস্থয মনয়ে েতটুকু সন্তুি? 

 

 

 

 

৩। আপমন আপনার জীবয়ন যা মেছু অজব ন েয়রয়ছন তা মনয়ে েতটুকু সন্তুি? 

 

 

 

 

৪।আপমন আপনার বযামিেত সম্পেব  মনয়ে েতটুকু সন্তুি? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

এেেমই                                                                               পুয়রাপুমর                                                                                                      

সন্তুি না                                                                                সন্তুি  

   ০           ১         ২          ৩         ৪           ৫         ৬         ৭        ৮       ৯       ১০  

 

                       

এেেমই                                                                              পুয়রাপুমর                                                                                                      

সন্তুি না                                                                               সন্তুি  

   ০          ১         ২        ৩         ৪          ৫        ৬        ৭         ৮        ৯      ১০ 

 

                       

এেেমই                                                                           পুয়রাপুমর                                                                                                      

সন্তুি না                                                                               সন্তুি  

   ০          ১         ২            ৩         ৪         ৫         ৬         ৭         ৮        ৯       ১০ 

 

                       

এেেমই                                                                             পুয়রাপুমর                                                                                                      

সন্তুি না                                                                              সন্তুি  

   ০          ১         ২            ৩         ৪         ৫        ৬        ৭       ৮       ৯       ১০ 
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৫। আপমন আপনার মনরাপত্তা মনয়ে েতটুকু সন্তুি অনভুব েয়রন?  

 

 

 

 

 

৬।আপমন আপনায়ে সমায়জর অাংশ মেয়সয়ব েতটুকু সন্তুি অনভুব েয়রন? 

 

 

 

 

 

৭। আপমন আপনার ভমবষযৎ মনরাপত্তা মনয়ে েতটুকু সন্তুি? 

 

 

 

 

 

৮।আপমন আপনার ধ্মব/আধ্যামিেতা মনয়ে েতটুকু সন্তুি?  

 

 

 

 

 

এেেমই                                                                               পুয়রাপুমর                                                                                                      

সন্তুি না                                                                                সন্তুি  

   ০           ১          ২           ৩         ৪           ৫        ৬         ৭        ৮       ৯      ১০ 

 

                       

এেেমই                                                                               পুয়রাপুমর                                                                                                      

সন্তুি না                                                                            সন্তুি  

   ০          ১        ২            ৩         ৪           ৫        ৬         ৭         ৮         ৯       ১০ 

 

                       

এেেমই                                                                               পুয়রাপুমর                                                                                                      

সন্তুি না                                                                                সন্তুি  

   ০         ১         ২          ৩          ৪         ৫          ৬        ৭        ৮       ৯      ১০  

 

                       

এেেমই                                                                               পুয়রাপুমর                                                                                                      

সন্তুি না                                                                            সন্তুি  

    ০         ১         ২           ৩        ৪         ৫         ৬       ৭         ৮       ৯        ১০ 

 

                       


	Stroke is defined by the World Health Organization as ‘a clinical syndrome consisting of rapidly developing clinical signs of focal (or global in case of coma) disturbance of cerebral function lasting more than 24 hours or leading to death with no app...

